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Abstract 
The theory of groups is one of the main branches in algebra with a long history 
and finite soluble groups form a remarkable subclass of the class of finite groups. 
In the past decade, many authors obtained significant results of soluble groups. 
For example, Efim Zelmanov has used some results in soluble groups to solve 
the famous Restricted Burnside Problem. Along with soluble groups, certain 
classes of finite groups, like Fitting class, Schunk class and formation, were also 
developed. The theory of formation was first introduced by "Zur Theorie der 
endlichen auflosbaren Gruppen" in 1963. Later on, H. Neumann, L.A. Shemekov, 
A. Skiba and T. Hawkes also adopted the theory of formation to solve some 
problems in group theory. The theory of formation of finite groups has later been 
applied to the theory of infinite groups, Lie algebras and universal algebras. 
In this thesis, we will first give a survey on the theory of formations and intro-
duce some basic concepts such as J^-coradicals, jF-hypercentres and ^-"-covering 
subgroups. Also, we will discuss the ^"-normalizers and prove some useful results 
that are related to JF-normalizers. 
In the later part of the thesis, we will focus on the theory of local formations. 
We will show how to construct a local formation by using a formation function. 
Some useful properties of local formations will be consequently obtained. In par-
ticular, we will use these properties of local formations to describe the structure 
of Schmidt groups. For example, we will prove that the Frattini subgroup of a 
Schmidt group is equal to its hypercentre and also the Frattini subgroup of the 
A/*-coradical of a Schmidt group is contained in the centre of its AA-coradical. 
Finally, we shall study Ito's theorem with a weaker condition. A generalized 
version of Ito's theorem of p-nilpotent, groups is obtained. Also, some possible 
generalized results related to local formation of finite groups are considered. 
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One of the most important theorem in finite group theory is the theorem of Sylow 
which states the following: 
Existance: Every finite group G possesses Sylow p-groiips; 
Conjugacy: The Sylow p-groups of G form a conjugacy class of G] 
Dominance: Each p-subgroup of G is contained in a Sylow p-subgroup. 
For solvable groups, P. Hall was able to extend the scope of Sylow's theorem 
from p-groups to 7r-groups for a set tt of primes. In 1961, R.W. Carter discovered 
that every finite solvable group has self-normalizing nilpotent groups (known as 
Carter subgroups). The discovery of Carter subgroups gave a considerable fillip 
to the subsequent developments in solvable groups. Besides, the ideas that come 
from Cater subgroups also invite analogy with Cartan subalgebras, which play a 
part in the classification of finite dimensional, semisimple Lie algebras. 
In 1963’ Gaschiitz in his work “ Zur Theorie der endlichen auflosbaren Grup-
pen" presented remarkably fruitful extensions of Carter's ideas. In his work, he 
introduced the idea of saturated formation. Besides, he defines the concept of 
5 
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an ^"-covering subgroup and he showed that for any staurated formation T, T-
covering subgroups exist and form a conjugacy class in each finite solvable group. 
By specializing T to MV, SIX and M in turn, one obtains the Sylow, Hall, Carter 
subgroups respectively. Furhtermore, one can show that a rich supply of exam-
ples can be obtained from the construction of local formations. These ideas are 
the source of inspiration for much subsequent work. 
In this thesis, we will study the theory of formations. Some basic concepts 
such as 厂coradicals，J^-hypercentres, J^-covering subgroups and their related 
properties will be introduced. Besides, we will employ the technique of local 
formations to prove a generalized version of Ito's theorem on p-nilpotent, groups. 
Some criteria for the solvability of a group will also be discussed. The following 
is the arrangement of this thesis. 
In chapter 1, we will cover the properties of solvable groups and nilpotent 
groups. Some technical lemmas will be discussed. 
Theory of formations will be discussed in chapter 2. We will first give some 
basic results and then we will give the definition of ；^-covering subgroups and 
^-projectors. The conjugacy of A'-covering subgroups and A'-normalizers will 
also be discussed. 
In chapter 3, we will discuss the theory of local formation. The structure 
of minimal non-J^-groups will also be considered. In particular, we will use 
some properties of local formations to study the structure of minimal non-A/"-
groups(Schmidt groups). 
In the last chapter, we will use the technique developed in the previous chap-
ters to study the structure of some finite groups. First, we will use the properties 
of a Schmidt group to prove a generalized version of Ito's theorem on p-nilpotent 
groups. Besides, we will introduce the concept of c-normality of groups. We will 
use the c-normality of groups to give some criteria for the solvability of groups. 
In this thesis, all groups are supposed to be finite. 
Chapter 1 
Background Knowledge of Group 
Theory 
1.1 Some Basic Results 
De f i n i t i o n 1.1.1 A subgroup M of a group G is said to be m,aximal if M ^ G 
•d if there exists a subgroup T of G satisfying M < T < G, then T = M or 
T = G. 
De f i n i t i o n 1.1.2 Let G be a group. The Frattini subgroup of the group G 
？:s defined to be the intersection of all the maximal subgroups of G. If G has no 
maximal subgroup, then we define ^(G) 二 G. 
De f i n i t i o n 1.1.3 Let G be a group and x G G. Then x is called a non generator 
of G if G =< T U {.t} > implies that G =<T >, where < T > is the subgroup 
generated by T 
Theorem 1.1.4 fFrattini) Let G be a non-trival group. Then the Frattini sub-
group of G is the set of all nongenerators of G. 
Proof: Let x be a non-generator of G. Suppose that x 突 Then there exists 
a maximal subgroup M such that x 雀 M. Hence, G =< {x}uM >=< M〉二 M1 
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a contradiction. This leads to .T G 否(G). NOW, suppose that .T is not a non-
generator of G. Then there exists a subset, T o f G such that < Tu{.r} >二 G and 
<T >= H ^ G. This leads to H < M for some maximal subgroup M of G. If 
x e ^(gO,  then 工 ^ M. Thus, we have G =< T U {.t} > < M, a contradiction. 
The theorem is proved. 
Theorem 1.1.5 (Dedekind Law) Let A,B,C be subgroups of a group G with 
A C C. Then C 门 AB = 门 B). . 
Proof: Let x e C H AB, then .x = ab e C for some a 6 A, . 6 G B. Since 
A C C: b = a~
lx E C H B. This implies that .t = ab G A(C 门 B), and hence 
C D AB C A(C D B). Conversely, let x G A{C 门 B) and write x = ab where 
ft G A, 6 e C 门 Then it is obvious to see that x G AB. Also, by a e A C C 
and 6 e C, we have ab G C. This shows that A(C H B) C C C\ AB. Thus, 
De f i n i t i o n 1.1.6 A finite group G is called a p-group if the order of G is a power 
of P. 
Let Gr be a finite group and p a prime. If \G\ = p am where (p, m) 二 1, then 
by Lagrange's theorem, a p-subgroup of G cannot have order greater than p a . 
De f i n i t i o n 1.1.7 A p-subgroup of G which has order p a is called a Sylow p-
subgroup of G. 
The following theorems are well known theorems in finite groups. 
Theorem 1.1.8 (Sylow's Theorem) 
(1) G has a Sylow p-subgroup for every p ||G|. 
(2) Every p-subgroup of G is contained in a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
(3) Any two Sylow p-subgroups of a group G are conjugate in G. 
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(4) If n is the number of Sylow p-subgroups of a finite group G, then n | |G| and 
n = I (m,od p). 
Theorem 1.1.9 (Canchy) If a prime p divides the order of a finite group, then 
t,he group contains an element of order p. 
For Sylow p-subgroups, we have the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 1.1 .10 Let P be a Sylow p- subgroup of a finite group G. Then the 
following statements hold. 
⑴ UNG(P) < H < G , then H = Ng {H). 
( l i)  !f  N <G， then P n N & a Sylow p-subgroup of N and PN/N is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G/N. 
Proof： 
(i) Let .T G NG(H). Since P < H < NG(H), we have 尸 < H. It is obvious that 
P a n d p x a r e Sylow p-subgroups of H, thereby Px = Ph for some h e H. Hence 
we have xhr1 E NG(H) < H and .x G H. Thus it follows that H = NG(H). 
(ii) Since \N : Pn N\ = \PN : P\ which is not divisible by p and P n TV is a 
p-subgroup , PHN must be a Sylow p-subgroup of TV. For PN/N, the argument 
is similar. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .1 .11 InnG <a AutG and GfZ(G) ~ InnG. 
Proof: This result is well known and we omit the proof. 
Proposit ion 1.1.12 Z(G) char G. 
Proof: Let a, G Z(G) and a G AutG. Then, for any y e G, there exists an 
element b G G such that y = b a. This implies that o ay = o ab a = (ab)
a = (ba) a = 
b a ° a = Hence, a a e Z{G) and Z(G) char G 
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Propos i t i on 1.1.13 Let H <G and (| 丑 \G : H\) = 1. Then H char G. 
Proof : Suppose H a ^ H for some a e AutG. Then H aH + H. Since H aHjH ? 
n H 、 — 丨們 二 问，we have (丨經：H\, \H\) + 1, a contradiction. 
Propos i t i on 1.1.14 Let H char A, A<G. Then the following statements hold: 
1)订 A char G, then H char G. 
2) ifA<G, then H < G. . 
Proof : 
1) Let 0 G AutG. Then ^{A) = A and ^ a is an automorphism of A. Since H 
char ^4, (j)\A{H) = H = (j)(H) and so H char G. 
2)Since the conjugation of by ^ € G is an automorphism of A, we immediately 
have g~ lHg = H. 
Def in i t i on 1.1.15 Let A and G be groups and let cf) ： A A u t G be a hom,o-
morphism. Then, we call A an operator group of G. 
Def in i t i on 1.1.16 Letc^: A-^ Aut G be a homorrwplmm. Then the semMirect 
Pr0duct th^ set of all pairs [g, a), wheer g ^ G, a e A, with the group 
— ratwn (仍… 1 ) (仍’勿 ) = ( 9 1 9 ^ , 0 ^ 2 ) . The idenHty element of G ^ A ts 
(1G，1A) and (仏 a)—1 = ((g-1 严 ) , o r 1 ) . We usually write g a for 
Def in i t i on 1.1.17 Let D = M ^ A, R = N x B. If there exrsts autom,or-
Phisms O^ : M N and P ： A B such that ( ( 1 ， a — ”―， 1 ) ( 1 , = 
(1,0^)^(777-,1)(1,^), for all m € M, a G A; then (N^B) are said 
to be equivalent. 
By the above definition, we can formulate the following proposition. 
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Proposi t ion 1.1.18 If D = M x A, R = N x B and (M, A) and (N, B) are 
equivalent, then D R. 
Proof: Write a) = (ma, aP). Since both cv, (3 are isomorphisms, 0 is clearly 
a bijective mapping. We only need to show that 0 is a homomorphism. For this 
purpose, we consider 
0((W'i,ai)(m2,a2)) = ^ m ^ \ ^ a 2 ) - ( m ^ m f ' ) ^ , ^ 2 ) = (mf (mJ )K
1 ) ^ 
^ K r n h S a 2 ) ) = = (m f 二 0 ( ( M b a , ) , (m2 , a2)) . 
Then，(j) is indeed an isomorphism. This shows that D ^ R. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.1.19 Let K, H be normal subgroups of G with K < H. Then the 
set ^ G \ [h, .t] G Kyh € H} is called the centralizer of H/K in G and is 
denoted by CG{H/K). 
Obviously, CG{H/K) is a normal subgroup of G. We now give some of its 
properties are given in the following proposition. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1.1.20 Let K, H,N be normal subgroups of a group G. Then the 
following properties hold: 
0') ^fN< K, then N < CG{H/K). 
(n) Cg{HK/K) = Cg{K/K H H) 
(UL)LFK < H < N , thenCG(N/K) < CG(H/K)nCG(N/H) andCG/K{{N/ K) / {H / K)) 
= C G ( N / H ) / K . 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.1.21 A subnormal (normal) series of a group G is a sequence of 
sub^oups G = Go 2 G 1 s . . . S G77. = 1 m which Gr+l G1 [Gi+l 0 G7:) for all z. 
A f actor Gi/Gi+i of a subnormal series ts called a subnormal factor. A factor of 
a normal series is called a normal factor. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.1.22 A composition series is a subnormal series G = G0 > Gi > 
. • , > G77, = 1 in which , for all i, Gi+l is maximal normal subgroup of Gi. 
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De f i n i t i o n 1.1.23 Let Q be a set of operators on a group G. Then a subgroup 
H <G is an ^-admissible subgroup of G if 6 H for all UJ e Q and h G H. 
De f i n i t i o n 1.1.24 An group G is Ct-simple if it has no Vt-admissible subgroups 
other than 1 and G. 
De f i n i t i o n 1.1.25 Let G be an Q1-groups. An Q-series of G is a normal series 
G = G 0 > G i 》 • . . 2 G n = 1 with each Gi is admissible. An composition 
ser^es G = G0 > Gi >•••> Gn = 1 is an Q-series whose factor groups are 
Ql-Simple. 
De f i n i t i o n 1.1.26 If Vl 二 InnG, then the Vt-composition series is called a chief 
series and the corresponding factor groups are called chief factors. 
T h e o r e m 1.1.27 (Jordan-Holder) Any two ^-composition series of an Q-group 
are equivalent. 
De f i n i t i o n 1.1.28 Let H / K , T/L be normal factors ofG. Then 
⑴  hIK and T/L are said to be perspective if there are normal subgroups A and B 
of G such that either H/K = AB/A and T/K = Bf(AnB) or H/K = 
and T/L = AB/A. 
(2)  H / K and T / L are said to be projective if there are chief factors HJK1 = 
H I K , ^2/^2,... , HfJKt = T/L of the group G such that. H7JKi and Hi l^/Ki l^ 
are perspective, for i = 2,... , t. 
De f i n i t i o n 1.1.29 Let H <G. Then we call the normal subgroup 
H ^1Hg 
9GG 
of G the core of H and is denoted by HG 
T h e o r e m 1.1.30 (Baer) Let M be a maximal subgroup of G, N1 and N2 be two 
distinct, minimal normal subgroups of G such that N1 g M , N2 g M. Then we 
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have the followings: 
^ L = (N1N2) HM- N2. 
2")N1 门 M = 1 = 门 M. 
3)If NHN2 are abelian, then L i s a normal subgroup of G such that L is projective 
to N1 a n d N2 a n d N1MG = N2MG. 
4) If N1, N2 are non-abelian and N is an arbitary minimal normal subgroup of 
G，then either N1MC = NMG or N2MG = NMG. 
Def i n i t i on 1.1.31 A normal factor H/K of G ts said to be FratMni factor if 
H/K < ^(G/K). 
Theorem 1.1.32 (Frattini Lemma) Let H, K be subgroups of G such that K < 
H
 ^G. UK and KX are conjugate in H for any x G G, then NG(K)H = G. 
Proof: For x G G, there exists y E H such that Kx^ = K. This means that 
XV
 e
 M A so that .T G NC(K)Y-1 C NG(K)H. Thus, G C NG(K)H C G and 
hence G = NG(JK)H. 
Coro l l a ry 1.1.33 LetK<G and K < Then any Sylow subgroup of K is 
a normal subgroup of G. 
Proof: Let Kp be a Sylow /^subgroup of K. Let x e G. Then K
x C K and 
V 一 
Kp i s a l s o a Sylow 俨subgroup of K, Hence, Kxp and Kp are conjugate in K. By 
applying Theorem 1.1.32, we have NG(KP)K = G. Since K < by Theorem 
1.1.4’ we obtain NG(KP) = G and KP is a normal subgroup of G. 
1.2 Solvable Groups 
We first introduce some notations. Let 丌 be a non-empty set of prime numbers 
and 7v' the complement of tt in the set of all primes P. If n G N, then we use 
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7r(n) to denote the set of all prime divisors of n. If |G| < oo, then we use tt(G) 
to represent tt(|G|). A natural number is said to be a 7r-number (Trrf-nvimber) if 
— ^ < 门兀 # 0). Naturally, we call a group G a 7r-group ( ‘ g r o u p ) if 
is a 7r-number (7rci-numbers). 
Def i n i t i on 1.2.1 A group G is called p-solvable if every non-abelmn G-rMef 
fact0r 寧  is a P'-group. A group G is called Trsolvable if it w p-solvable for all 
P^7r-  A 9roup G is called solvable if it is p-solvable for all primes p. 
Theo rem 1.2.2 Let H < G and both H and G/H are p-solvable. Then G 
p-solvable. • 
The following theorems are straightforward, by definitions. We hence omit 
their proofs. 
T h e o r e m 1.2.3 Let G be a p-solvable group, H <G, N<G. Then H, G/N are 
p-solvable. 
T h e o r e m 1.2.4 If A,B are p-solvable norm.al groups ofG, then AB is also p-
solvable. 
Def i n i t i on 1.2.5 A subgroup H of a group G is called a TT-Hall subgroup if \H\ 
is a [number and \G :付| is a n'-number. 
Def i n i t i on 1.2.6 Let H be a subgroup ofG. Then a subgroup K of G ？,s called 
a complement of H in G if HK = G and HnK = I. 
The following theorems are well known results in solvable groups. 
Theorem 1.2.7 (Schur - Zassenhaus) Let N <i C, (|G/7V|,7V|) = i and one of 
the groups N and G/N is solvable. Then N has a complement m G and any two 
complements are conjugate in G. 
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Theorem 1.2.8 (Feit-Thompson) Let G be a group. If \G\ is an odd number, 
then G is a solvable group. 
Remark: By the theorem of Feit-Thompson, we observe that the assumption 
that one of the groups N and G/N is solvable in the theorem of Schur-Zassenhaus 
can be omitted, 
Let G be a group and 丌 a set of primes. Let On(G) be the product of all 
normal 7r-subgroups of G. Then O7v(G) is the largest normal 7r-subgroup in G. 
1.3 Nilpotent groups and some useful results 
De f i n i t i o n 1.3.1 A group G is said to be tt-closed if it has a normal TT-Hall 
subgroup. 
Theorem 1.3.2 Let K < N <i G, K < G and K < $(G). If N/K is tt- closed, 
then N is ty-closed. 
Proof: Suppose that N/K has a normal Tr-Hall subgroup H/K. Since K < 
all Sylow subgroups of K are normal in H. Then H has solvable yr'-Hall subgroup 
R. By[12, Theorem 1.7.7], H contains a solvable Tr'-Hall subgroup S and any two 
TT-Hall subgroups are conjugate in H. Since H/K char N/K and N/K ^GfK1 
H < G. 
Now, for all .t G G, we have Sx < H and Sx is a vr-Hall subgroup of H. 
By using the Frattini argument, we have G = NG{S)H. Since H = SR and 
R ^ 歪㈦)，WE h a v e G = NG(S)SR = NG(S). This shows that S<G. Finally, 
\N/K : H/K\ = \N :H\ is ^ Tr'-number and \H : is a Tr'-number. Hence S is 
the required normal 7r-Hall subgroup. 
De f i n i t i o n 1.3.3 A group G is said to be p-nil,potent, if every G-chief factor H/K 
18 either a V- group or H/K < Z(GjK). A group G is said to be ir-mlpotent if 
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if'  is p-nil.potent for all p Gn. A group G is said to be mlpotent if it is p-nilpotent 
for all primes p. 
T h e o r e m 1.3.4 
1) Every subgroup and quotient subgroup of a p-nilpotent, group is p-nilpotent. 
2)Let A,B be normal subgroups of a group G such that G = AB and A,B are 
p-nilpotent. Then G is p-nilpotent. 
E x a m p l e 1.3.1 
1) Every p'-group is p-nilpotent. 
2) Every p-nilpotent group is p-solvable. 
T h e o r e m 1.3.5 Let H/K be a chief factor of a group G. Suppose that p divides 
If N is a p'-closed normal subgroup of G, then N < CG(H/K). 
Proo f : Without loss of generality, we let N, H, K be members of a chief series of 
G. If TV $ K, then N < C G ( H / K ) . Suppose H < N. Let NP, be a normal p'-Hall 
subgroup of N. Then we may assume that Np, < K. By[12, Theorem 1.7.12], 
N/NP' < CG/NPF((H/NPL)/(K/NPL)) = C g ( H / K ) / N P , Hence, N < C G ( H / K ) 
De f i n i t i o n 1.3.6 A chief factor H/K of a group G i,s said to be central if H / K < 
Z(G/K), that is, CG(H/K) = G. 
T h e o r e m 1.3.7 Let G be a group. Then the following properties are equivalent: 
1) G is p'-closed. 
2) G is p-nilpotent. 
'V G is P-solvable and every maximal subgroup M of G with the condition that 
\G :  M\ = P a, for some a e N, is a normal subgroup ofG. 
Proo f : 
(1) =^ (2) This part has been proved by theorem 1.3.5. 
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(2) => (3) Suppose that G is p-nilpotent. Let M be a maximal subgroup of G 
with \G : M\ a p-number. 
If MG • 1, then we can prove the assertion by using induction on the order of G. 
In fact, by induction hypothesis, we have MJMG <I G/MG. Hence M o G. 
If Mq = 1，then there exists a minimal normal subgroup R such that R % M. 
Hence, we have |G : = :丑 n M|. This implies that and R < Z(G). 
Thus, M <G. 
(3) (1) Suppose that (3) holds. Let L be a minimal normal subgroup of 
G. Since the quotient group G/L inherits the conditions in (3) and by induction 
hypothesis , we may assume that G/L is p'-closed by theorem 1.3.2. If L C 
then G is p'-closed by theorem 1.3.2. If L g then there exists a maximal 
subgroup M such that L g M . Suppose L is a p'-group and T/L is a normal p'-
Hall subgroup of G. Since \G:T\ = \G/L : T/L|, T i s a normal p'-Hall subgroup 
of G/L. Suppose that L is a pd-group. Then L is a p-group since G is p-solvable. 
Hence, \G : M\ = \ML : M| = |L : M Pl L| is a p-rmmber. By our assumption, 
we have M <G. Then L n M = 1 and G/L ~ M. This shows that the normal 
Pr-Hall subgroup MP, is also a normal p'-Hall subgroup of G. 
The following theorems are important theorems of nilpotent, groups. 
T h e o r e m 1.3.8 (Burnside-Wieland) Let G be a group. Then the following con-
ditions are equivalent: 
1) G is nilpotent. 
2) Any subgroup of G is a subnormal subgroup of G 
S) G is equal to the direct product of its Sylow subgroups. 
4) G' < 
5) Every G-chief factor is central. 
T h e o r e m 1.3.9 A group G is nilpotent if and only if Gf^(G) is nilpotent. 
Def i n i t i on 1.3.10 Let G be a group. Denote the product of all normal 7T-nilpotent 
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subgroups G by Fir(G) and the product of all normal nilpotent subgroups of G by 
F(G)-  Then 胱 call F(G) the Fitting subgroup ofG. Moreover, Fn(G) and F(G) 
are characteristic subgroups of G. 
Theorem 1.3.11 
V Fp(G) is the largest normal p-nilpotent subgroup ofG, 
Fp(G)/Op/(G) ^= Op(G/Opl(G)). 
3J  FP(G)  is eQ ual to the intersection of all the centralizers of pd-chief factors of 
G. 
T h e o r e m 1.3.12 Let N < G. Then ^(N) < 
T h e o r e m 1.3.13 Let G be a group. Then we have the following properties hold: 
1) ^(G) < F(G), 
2) F(G)^(G) = F(G/^(G)), 
3)  F(G)/^iG) equal to the direct product of all abelian minimal normal sub-
9 rouVS ofG/^(G). In particular, if G ts solvable, then F{G)/^{G) = Soc(Gf^(G))7 
where Soc{G) denotes the direct product of all mmimal normal subgroups ofG. 
T h e o r e m 1.3.14 Let N be a nilpotent norm,al subgroup of a group G. If^(G)H 
N = I , then N has a complememnt in G. 
De f i n i t i o n 1.3.15 Let H/K be a normal factor ofG and M a subgroup ofG. 
I^e say that M covers (avoids) H/K if H < MK (H n M S K). 
T h e o r e m 1.3.16 Let H/K be an abelian G-chief factor, C = Cc\H/K) and 
M be a maTimal subgroup of G which does not cover H/K. Then we have the 
following properties: 
1) CnM = Mg, 
2) C = HMG, 
S) H/K x G/C ~ G/Mg 
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Proof: Since M does not cover H/K, we have K < M and H g M. Then G = 
HM. Since H/K is abelian, H < C. Also, ( H / K , G/C) and {H/K, (G/I<)/{C/K)) 
are equivalent and (G/K)/(MG/K) ~ G/MG. TO finish our proof, it suffices to 
prove the theorem by assuming that K = I. 
Since HDMg = 1, we have Mg < C. On the other hand, we have L = CnM<\M 
and H < CG{L). Then L <] C and hence L < MG. Thus, L = MG.This proves 
part(l). 
By using the Dedekind identity, we deduce that C = C 门 G = CNHM = 
H{C HM) = HMG. This proves part(2). 
For part 3), we observe that M D HMG = M g ( M HH) = MG. Hence 
G/MG - EMGIMG X! M/MG. Since H x G/C ~ HMG/MG x G/C, it suffices 
to show that (HMG/MG, G/C) and {HMG/MG, M/MG) are equivalent. Without, 
loss generality, we may assume that Mq = 1 and C — H. Further we suppose 
that 
^ : h ~~> h, Mh G H 
a: m ——> mH, Vm G M, 
then for any m G M, we have (m—1Zw??,)" :: m~ lhm = {rn.~ l)m~ lhmm - ('m~ l)m~ lHhrnmH = 
(W a)-1H^m a. 
This shows that (H, G/H) and (H, M) are equivalent and the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 1.3.17 (Huppert) Let H be an abelian normal subgroup of a group 
G satisfying the condition (\H\ : \G : H\) = 1. Then H = [H, G] x (H H Z{G)). 
Proof: Let \G \ M\ ^ m, we write G = G/H. If x G G, then we use x to 
represent the coset xH. Also, set H i = hx, where he H , x eG. Then G can be 
considered as an operator group of H. Now, for any h G H, we have 
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hm = JJ h{hr lf h^ (*) 
xeG xeG 
where h{hr lf = h(h~ l)x = [h~\x] G [H, G] U y e G, then 
xeG xeG zeG 
,where 2 = xy. 
Since x runs through all the elements of G, we have 
JJ h^ G Z{G) n H 
xeG 
Also, since (m, \H\) = 1, the map h ——> hm is clearly an automorphism of H. 
Thus, from(*), we obtain that H = [H, G](//flZ(G)). It is now easy to verify 
that the map 
a : h ——> hx 
xeG 
with h G is a group homomorphism from H to If n Z(G) with the property 
that [H, G] C Ker(a). If h G [H, G] H (H D Z(G)), then we have 1 = h a = hm. 
Hence H = IandH = [H, G] x (H f] Z{G)). The proof is completed. 
Chapter 2 
Theory of Formations 
In this chapter, we give a brief survey on the theory of formations. In 1963, 
Gaschiitz in his famous paper "Zur Theorie der endlichen auflobaren Gnippen" 
gave the concept of local formations and this concept has now become an impor-
tant, landmark in the development of the theory. Later on, K. Doerk, T. Hawkes 
and H. Schunk have used the theory of formation in their study of finite solvable 
groups. The theory is further developed by L.A. Shemetkov and N. Skiba. In 
recent years, fruitful results on formation of groups, Lie algebras and universal al-
gebras have been obtained, for example, W.B. Guo and K.P. Shum have obtained 
results on formation operators of universal algebras; X.Y. Guo and K.P. Slmm 
have obtained results on finite supersolvable groups and saturated formation; 
L.A. Shemetkov and N. Skiba have obt.ianed many new results on the formation 
of universal algebras. 
2.1 Some Basic Results of Formations 
De f i n i t i o n 2.1.1 A class of finite groups T is said to be a formation if every 
how,om,orphic image of an J7-group is an T-group and 'IfGf(N1HN2) belongs to 
J r whenever G/Nx and G/N2 belong to T. 
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De f i n i t i o n 2.1.2 The group D{iV<iG \G/N G T} is called the T-coradical of G 
and is denoted by G t . 
T h e o r e m 2.1.3 Let T be a non-empty formation and G a group. Then GfG jr G 
T. 
T h e o r e m 2.1.4 Let N < G and T be non-empty formation. Then (G/N)^ = 
G jrNjN. 
Proo f : Let T/N = {G/N)^. Then (G/N)/{G/N)^ = G/N/{T/N) ~ G/T G T. 
This leads to G jr C T and we have 
(G jrN)IN C TN/N ~ T/{T HN)= T/N = ( G / N f . 
On the other hand, GfG j7 G T implies that [G/G t)/[G jrN/G jr) G T. 
Also, [G/N)/[G jrN/N) ~ GfG jrN ~ {G/GT)/[G tN/G jr). Hence, 
[G/N)/[G jrN/N) 6 T and {G/NY C G^N/N. Thus, {G/N^ = G^N/N. 
T h e o r e m 2.1.5 Any intersection of formations is also a form,tion. 
Equipped with the result of the above theorem, we now define the following: 
De f i n i t i o n 2.1.6 Let X be a class of groups. The intersection of all the forma-
tions containing Y is denoted by form,X. If X — then we write fonn.G for 
form,{G} and form,G is called the formation generated by G. 
De f i n i t i o n 2.1.7 Let Xx and X2 be two formations. If X2 = 0 ; then we define 
^ 1 ¾ = 0. If X2 + 0, then we define ^1A
j
2 = {G | G z s a group,G^ G X1) and 
we call XxX2 the product of A
f
1 and X2. In general, XxX2 • • • Xn is defined to be 
(^2 A3 • • • Xn). 
T h e o r e m 2.1.8 The product of two formations is a formation. 
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Proo f : Let T = TxJ
7
2. Suppose that GeT and N <G. By theorem 2.1.4, we 
have G t^N/N = {G/N)^. Since G^2 G Tx, we obtain {G/N)^ e T1. Now, 
let HfN1, HfN2 e T. Then, by Theorem 2.1.4, HT2INi e Tu i = 1,2. Then 
H t^/{H^ 门 TV1 门 N2) G T1. Hence, 
(丑/(^ v1 n N2))^ = Ht^n1 n N2)/队 n N2) e T1 
and we conclude that JF is a formation. 
T h e o r e m 2.1.9 (Bryant, Bryce, Hartley[3]) Let 5 be a subgroup of a group G 
and SF(G) = G. Then S G form,(G). 
T h e o r e m 2.1.10 Let J\f be the formation of all ni,lpotent groups. Then any 
subformatAon of Af is subgroup-closed. In other words, if T is a subformation of 
M and G e J r, then H ^ J r for all subgroups H of G. 
2.2 l-covering subgroups and 义-projectors 
De f i n i t i o n 2.2.1 Let X be a class of groups. A subgroup H of a group G is said 
力o be a X-covering subgroup of G if the following conditions are satisfied: 
1) H ex, 
2) If H <T < G and T/K G then T = KH. 
E x a m p l e 2.2.1 Let X = Mp be the formation of all p-groups. If G is a group, 
then the set of all Sylow p-subgroups is just the set of all X-covering subgroups of 
G. 
De f i n i t i o n 2.2.2 A subgroup H of a group G is said to be a Carter subgroup if 
H is nilpotent and NG(H) = H. 
The following theorem gives the characterization of Carter subgroup. 
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T h e o r e m 2.2.3 Let G be a soluble group. Then 
1) H is a Carter subgroup of G if and only if H is an M-covering subgroup of G. 
2) Any two Carter subgroups of G are conjugate in G. 
Proof: We prove the theorem by induction on |G|. Let i / be a Carter subgroup 
of G. Suppose that // < T < G and N<T, T/N are nilpotent,. If HN + T, then 
there exists a maximal subgroup M of T such that HN < M. By theorem 1.3.8, 
M <\ T. Since H is also a Carter subgroup of T and if T ^ G, then H is an Af-
cobering subgroup of T by induction hypothesis. Then, we have T = MH- M , 
a contardiction. Hence, T = G. 
Since Hx is also a Carter subgroup of M and \M\ < |G|, H and Hx are 
conjugate in M by induction hypothesis. Applying Frattini argument, we have 
G = MNG(H) = MH = M, a contradiction. Hence HN = T and H is an 
Azr-Covering subgroup of G. 
Now, suppose that H is an A/*-covering subgroup of G. Then H ^ Af. Suppose 
Ng{H) + H. Then there exists x G G\ H such that Hx = H. Moreover, we have 
< H, x > and < i/, x H. Let Af be a maximal subgroup of < H1 x > 
such that HCM and < H, x > /M is abelian and hence nilpotent. Thus 
T = HM = M, a contradicion. This means that // is a Carter subgroup of G. 
As a result, the set of A/"-covering subgroups of a solvable group G is equal to 
the set of Carter subgroups of G. The second part of the statement follows from 
the first part and theorem 2.4.6 of [12]. 
De f i n i t i o n 2.2.4 Let X be a non-empty class of groups. Then a maximal sub-
group M of a group G is said to be X- normal in G if G/Mg G X and M is said 
to be X -abnorrr),al in G if G/Mg 癸 X. 
T h e o r e m 2.2.5 Let J7 be a nonempty homomorph and G be a group. Then the 
following assertions hold. 
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V If H is an J7-Covering subgroup of G and N<iG, then HN/N is an J7-covering 
subgroup of G/N. 
2) If R/N is an J r-covering subgroup of G/N and H is an J r-covering subgroup 
of R, then H is an J r-Covering subgroup of G. 
De f i n i t i o n 2.2.6 A subgroup H of a group G is said to be X-abnorm.al if H < 
M <T < G implies that M is X-abnormal in T, where M is a maximal subgroup 
ofT. 
De f i n i t i on 2.2.7 LetX be a non-empty class of groups. A subgroup H of a group 
G is called a X-projector if for any N HN/N is a X-maximal subgroup of 
G/N. 
E x a m p l e 2.2.2 Let H be a Ti-Hall subgroup of a group G and X the formation 
0I all TT-groups. Then H is a X-projector ofG. In fact, any TT-Hall subgroups of 
G is Y-maximal. For any normal subgroup N of G, HN/N is a Ti-Hall subgroup 
of G/N. This shows that H is a X-projector of G. 
De f i n i t i o n 2.2.8 A class of groups ^ is said to be H-closed if HX C Af where 
= G “ an epim,orphic image of an X-group}. The H-closed class is 
called a homomorph. 
T h e o r e m 2.2.9 Let X be a non-empty homomorph. Then the following state-
ments hold. 
V U H is a X-projector of G and N < G, then HN/N is a X-projector of G/N. 
If T/N is a X-projector of G/N and H is a X-projector of T, then H is a 
M -projector of G. 
Proof: 
1) Let L/N^G/N a n d ( L / N ) ( H N / N ) / ( L / N ) = { H L / N ) / ( L / N ) C T/{L/N) e 
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X. Then there exists T < G such that T 二 T a n d since H is a A'-projector 
of G, we have T/L = HL/L, T = HL, T/N = HL/N and (T/N)/{L/N)= 
{HL/N)/{L/N) = {L/N){HN/N)/{L/N). Hence HN/N is a ^-projector of 
G/N. 
2 ) L e t L<\G, L <U <G, H CU and U/L G Then {NU/N)/{NL/N) ~ 
NU/NL ~ U/{U n NL) = U/LiJJ 门 AQ G By the given conditions, we see 
that T = HN. This implies that T/N C NU/N. Since T/_/V is a ^-projector 
of G/N, T/N = NU/N. Thus NU = T = TL = NHL. Observe that U = 
U n NLH = L{U n NH) = LH(U H N) and {U fl N)H CUDT. Then we have 
U = L(UHT). Because U/L G ^ and U/L = L{TDU)/L ~ ( r n f / ) / ( r n [ / n L )， 
we have (T门 t/)/(T门 f/门厶)G Since L C U, we have T 门/7 门厶=T门 L <iT. 
Since H is a ^-projector ofT, we have TnU = H(TnL). Thus, U = L (Tn fZ )= 
LH(TDL) = LH and U/L = HL/L. This shows that H is a ^-projector of G. 
Def in i t i on 2.2.10 A group G is said to be primitive if there exists a maximal 
subgroup M of G such that Mq 二 1. In this case, M is called the stablizer of G. 
L e m m a 2.2.11 Let N be a normal subgroup of G. Then G/N is primitive if 
and only if N — Mg, for some maximal subgroup M of G. 
Proof: Ii G/N is primitive, then there exists a stablizer M/N of G/N. Thus, M 
is a maximal subgroup of G and Mq = N. If Mq = N, then M/Mg is a maximal 
subgroup of G/MG and (M/Mg)G = 1-
Def i n i t i on 2.2.12 A class of groups T is said to be primitively-closed in X if 
T Cz X and if all the primitive quotient subgroup of a X-group G are in J
r, then 
G ^T. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 2 .2 .13 Suppose that J r Q X. Then we call a class T saturated (p-
saturated) in A" whenever GeX and G/L e X, for L C ^ ( G ) (for L C 门 
Op(G)), we always have G ^ T. 
T h e o r e m 2 .2 .14 Suppose that T, X are homomorph such that T C X and T is 
R0-closed. ( A class T is said to be R0-do sad if R0T C T where R0T = {G | G 
has normal subgroups Ni，... ,Nt (t > 2) such that Ni = 1 and G/Ni E T 
for all i = I r .. ,t}). Then T is saturated in X if and only if T is primitively 
closed in X. 
Proof: Let G^X and suppose that all the primitive quotient subgroups of G 
are in T. If G is primitive, then G ^ T. If G is not primitive, then G/MQ G T 
for all maximal subgroups M of G. Hence, G/ A MG G T and G/^(G) G T. 
Since T is saturated in X^ we have G T. 
Conversely, suppose that G/^?(G) G T. Then G/Mg G T. This implies that 
all the primitive quotient groups of G are in T. Since T is primitively closed, we 
have G E J7. Thus T is saturated. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .2 .15 A class of groups T is called a Schunk class if J r is a hom,o-
morph and is also primitively closed in the class of all groups. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .2 .16 Let N be a normal subgroup of a group G. A subgroup H of 
G is called a supplement of N in G if G = NH. Furthermore, H is called a 
minimal supplement of N in G if NHi + G for all proper subgroups H\ of H. 
L e m m a 2 .2 .17 A subgroup H of a group G is a minimal supplement to N if 
and only if HN = G and HnN C ^(H). 
Proof: Suppose HnN C 屯 ( H ) and H\ is a maximal subgroup of H. IiG = H1N, 
then H = H n H1N = Hi, & contradiction. Hence, H is a minimal supplement to 
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N in G. Conversely, suppose that 丑 is a minimal supplement to N in G and let 
H1 be any maximal subgroup oi H. If 孖门TV g H1, then H = Hi(HnN) = H1N, 
a contradiction. Hence, H H N C1 ^(H). 
Theorem 2.2.18 (Erickson [7]) Let 疋 be a subgroup closed homomorph and let 
JT be a non-empty subclass of X. Then every A'-group has a JT-projector if and 
only if ^ r is a primitively closed homomorph in X . 
Proof: 
[^ =] Suppose that JF is a primitive homomorph in X. Let M = {G\G^X,G 
does not have any J^-projectors}. Suppose that M is non-empty and that G is 
an element of M with the smallest order. Also, let L be a normal subgroup of 
G. Then G/L G 1 and since \G/L\ < '|G|, there is a J^-projector T/L of G/L. 
If T 妾 G, then T has a ^"-projector H. By T heorem 2.2.10，we see that H is 
a J?7-projector of G, a contradiction. Thus T = G and G/L e J7. Now suppose 
that G is not primitive. Then, for any primitive quotient subgroup G/L , we 
have G/L E J7 as above. Since T is primitively closed in G G T. This shows 
that G is the JT-projector of itself. This contradiction implies that G is primitive. 
Now, let M be stablizer of G and L be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Suppose 
L n M - 1, M - M/{M n L ) ~ ML/L = G/L e T. This means that M is T-
maximal subgroup of G. If 1 ^ A^  o G, then N g M , NM/N = G/N G J7. This 
means that MN/N is a J^-maxiaml subgroup of G/N for all normal subgroups 
N. Thus, M is a Jr-projector of G, a contradiction. Hence, L n M ^ 1. By 
Theorem 1.1.31, L is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. 
On the other hand, if // is a minimal supplement to L in G, then, by Lemma 
2.2.18，HOLQ 龟 ( H ) . Since H/{H H L) ~ HL/L = H e T. Now, 
let, ^ be a ^-maximal subgroup of G which contains H. What we want to show 
is that E is a projector of G. For this purpose we let R^G1 U/R < G/R. 
U/R eTa,ndECU. If = 1，then U e J r — U 二 E = RE. Suppose R ^ I, 
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then L C R said G = LE = RE = U. Hence RE/R is a T- maxiaml subgroup of 
G/R and E1 is a projector of J r. 
[=^ ] We suppose that every group has a projector. We first show that T 
is a homomorph. Suppose that GET and N <G. Also, since JR C X and 1 is 
a homomorph, G/N has a ^-projector T/N. Also, 1 is subgroup-closed, T has 
a ^-projector H. Now, by Theorem 2.2.9,孖 is a J"-projector of G. But G E JR, 
we have G = H and G/N = T/N G T. Hence ^7 is a homomorph. 
Finally, we show that T is primitively closed in For this purpose, we 
suppose G E and every primitive quotient subgroup of G is in T. Without 
loss of generality, we suppose that G is the smallest order of this kind of groups. 
Then it is obvious that G is not primitive. Suppose that E is a ^"-projector of G 
and M is a maxiaml subgroup of G such that E C M and MG = 1. Also, we let 
LCM, where L is a minimal normal subgroup of G. Since the choice of G, we 
have G/L e 7 and G = LE. However, LE C M ^ G, a, contradiction. Thus, T 
is primitively closed. 
Theorem 2.2.19 (Erickson [7]) Let T CzX, where A" is a subgroup closed homo-
morph, JF is a homomorph and T is primitively closed in X. If G = F(G)E G X 
and E E J r^ then E is contained in an jF-covering subgroup of G. 
Proof: Suppose that the assertion is not true and we let G be a counterexample 
of smallest order. In this case we have G^T and GT ^ 1. Since F(G)EFF(G) ~ 
E/〔EnF[G)) and E eT, we have GjF(G) G T. Suppose Risa normal subgroup 
of G with smallest order which satisfies the conditions R C F(G) and GIRe J r. 
Let L be a minimal normal subgroup of G such that L C R. Since F(G)/L < 
F(G7L), we have F(G/L) • (LE/L) = G/L and LE/L ~ E/(L H E) e T. Since 
\G/L\ < |G|, LE/L and T = T n G = T n (F(G)E) = E(T n F(G)), we have 
T = F(T)E. Suppose that T + G. Then the theorem is true for T, and thereby, 
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E is contained in a jT-covering subgroup H of T. By theorem 2.2.5, H is also 
a ^"-covering subgroup of G. This contradiction implies that T = G, in other 
words, we have R = L. 
Now, we claim that if M is a maxiaml subgroup of G such thta L % M, then 
M is a jF-covering subgroup of G. Since L D M = I , G / L C ^ M E J 7 . Suppose 
there is a normal subgroup K of G such that G/K G T and KM + G. Then 
K C. M and G/Mg G T. Now, by Theorem 1.3.16, for any maximal subgroup D 
of G which does not contain L, we have 
G/Dg-Lx G/CG{L) ~ G / M g e T 
On the other hand, if L C D and since G/L G J7, we obtain G/Dq G T. 
Thus, every primitive quotient subgroup of G is in JT and so we have G G J?7, a 
contradiction. This implies that KM = G and M is a ^"-covering subgroup of 
G. Our claim is hence established. 
We now suppose that every maximal subgroup T of G which does not contain 
L and has the property that G/Tq G T. If F is a maximal subgroup of G which 
contains L and G/L G T, then G/Fq G T. By Lemma 2.2.12, all primitive 
quotient subgroups of G is in T. Hence by our given condition, we infer that 
Gf G a contradiction. This implies that we can always find a maximal subgroup 
M of G which does not contain L such that G/Mg ^ T. 
We now proceed to prove that MqE is a maximal subgroup of G. First of all, 
F{G) = F(G) HLM = L{F{G) n M) and F{G) C CG(L) by Theorem 1.3.11, we 
have F{G) n M <] G, so F{G) n M C MG. Thus 
(MGE/Mg){LMG/MG) = ELMG/MG = EF (G) !MG = G/MG 
. I t is easy to see that G/Mg 癸 T and hence MGE + G, for if otherwise, we have 
G/MG = MGEIMG ~ E/{MG DE) E J
7. This shows that MGE/MG must be a 
proper subgroup of G/MG- Since LMG/MG ~ L, LMG/MG is an abelian minimal 
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normal subgroup and MqE/Mg is a maximal subgroup of G/Mg- Hence MqE 
is a maximal subgroup of C. If L C MGE, then G = F(G)E C LMGE = MGE, 
a contradiction. Thus, L 2 MqE and MqE is indeed a Jr-Covering subgroup of 
G as described above. 
Theorem 2.2.20 (Erickson [7]) Let J r Q where A' is a subgroup closed ho-
momorph and ^7 is a homomorph which is primitive closed in X . If G G K < G 
such that G/K G T and K is 7r-solvable (TT = 7r(jF)), then any ^"-projector of G 
is an ^-covering subgroup of G. 
Proof: Suppose the theorem is not true and let G be a counterexample of smallest 
order. Then G^T and K = I. Now, let E be a JT-projector of G and A a 
minimal normal subgroup of G which is contained in K. Then, we will prove that 
E is a JF-covering subgroup AE. For this purpose, we suppose that Tr(J r)CiTr(A)= 
0. Let E <U <AE,U。<U and TJ/U0 G T. Since U0(AnU)/U0 ~ (^ 4 门[7)/(A 门 
U)nUo= {AnU)/{AnUo), U0{AnU)/U0 < U/Uo and Tr(A)n7r(^) = 0, we have 
AnU < U0. By using Dedekind identity, we have U = [/门力丑=丑([/门力）and 
hence U = U0E. This shows that E is a JT-covering subgroup of AE. Suppose 
that Tr(Jr) H tt(A) + 0. Since K is Tr(Jzr)- solvable, A is abelian and A C F(AE). 
Then, by Theorem 2.2.21, E is contained in a jF-covering subgroup T of AE. But 
E is a ^"-projector of G, we have T = E which is a jT-covering subgroup of AE. 
Finally, we prove that 丑 is a J"-covering subgroup of G. Ii G = AE, then the 
theorem is proved. Suppose that G + Then, by Theorem 2.2.10, EA/A is 
a ^-projector of G/A. Since K/A <3 G/A, (G/A)/{K/A) ~ G/K G T and K/A 
is 7r-solvable, EA/A is a jF-covering subgroup of G/A. Since E is a Jr-covering 
subgroup of EA, by Theorem 2.2.5, E is a ^"-covering subgroup of G. Thereby, 
every JT-projector of G is also a jT-covering subgroup of G, a contradiction. The 
proof is thus completed. 
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2.3 The Conjugacy of JT-Covering Subgroups 
L e m m a 2.3.1 Let T be a formation. Let A^T and M, N be normal subgroups 
of A such that M C CA{N). Then N x {A/M) e T. 
Proof: We first let A1 = {(a, a) | a G A}, N1 = {(n, 1) \ n e N} and M1 = 
{(m, m) I m G M} be subgroups of 4^ x A Then, it is obvious that Ni, M 1 are 
normal subgroups of < A^A1〉二 NiAi and N1A^M1 = (N1M1/AI1) x AifM1. 
Since A^A1 is a subdirect product of 4^ x A and A ^ J
r^ we have Ar1Ai € T and 
NlAi/Mi G T. It is easy to check that (TV1 M i / M 1 , / M i ) and (N, A/M) are 
equivalent. Now, by Proposition 1.1.18, N x {A/M) ~ N1AifM1 G T. 
Def in i t i on 2.3.2 Let X be a class of groups and p a prime number. Then the 
formation ^(p) is defined by: 
J 0 靜 ⑷ 
{ form{G/Fp(G) | G G A'} ifpe tt(X) 
Def in i t i on 2.3.3 
1) A formation T is said to be p-local if NpJ
r(Jp) C T, where Afp is the formation 
of all j)-groups. 
2) A formation T is said to be tt-local if it is p-local for all p E 7T. 
Def in i t i on 2.3.4 A normal factor H/K of a group G is said to be 
1) Jr-Central in G if H/K x G/Cg{H/K) G T 
2) ^-eccentric m G if H/K X G/CG{H/K) G T 
L e m m a 2.3.5 Let T be a non-empty formation, H/K be a G-chief factor and 
M be a maximal subgroup of G which does not cover H/K. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
1) M is J7-Uormal in G 
2) H/K is T-central in G. 
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Proof: (1) 4 (2) Let C = CG{H/K). It is easy to see that H/K and MGH/MG 
are perspective. Hence C = CG{HMG/MG). Then we have H/K x G/C ~ 
HMG/MG X G/C. 
Now, suppose G/MG G T. Then, by Lemma 2.3.1, HMG/MG xi G/C e T. 
Hence H/K is JT-central in G. 
(2) (1) Suppose that H/K is a Jf-central in G. IF H C C, then by 
Theorem 1.3.16, G/MG ~ H/K X G/C. Suppose that H ^ C. UC = MG , 
then GIMg G T. If C ^ MG, then C/MG + 1 and hence there exists a minimal 
normal subgroup T/MG of G/MG such that T/MG C C/MG. On the other hand, 
HMG/MG is a minimal normal subgroup of G/Mg as K = HNMG. Since H % C, 
we know that HMg/Mq and T/Mg are two different minimal normal subgroups 
of G/MG. Thus, by Theorem 1.1.31, HMG/MG and T/Mg are complements 
of M/MG in G/MG. Since G = HM, we have C N M <i Af and C N M = MG . 
Therefore, we deduce that C/MG = C/MGN(T/MG• M/MG) = (T/MG){C/MGH 
MIMG) = (T/MG) • (C H M/MG) = T/MG. Thus, (G/MG)/{HMG/MG) ~ 
{G/MG)/{C/MG) ~ G/C E T. B u t HMGIMG n C/MG = [HMG n C)/MG = 
Mg{H n C)/MG = MGK/MG = M G /M G , we have G/MG = {G/MG)/{C/MG 门 
HMG/MG) G T. Hence M is ^-normal in G. 
L e m m a 2.3.6 Let J7 be a non-empty p-local formation, G be a group and GT 
be p-solvable. Suppose that M, H are J7-abnormal maximal subgroups of G such 
that HgHG^ = MgH G
t and \G : M\, \G :孖| are pd-num,bers. Then M, H are 
conjugate in G • 
Proof: Suppose that the statement is false and let G be a counterexample of 
smallest order. Also, we suppose that M, H satisfy the hypothesis in the lemma 
but they are not conjugate. 
Let L be a minimal normal subgroup of G which is contained in GT. Suppose 
L C M . Since 门 = Mg 门 G ^ we have L Q MC N HG. Since GTJL = 
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(G/L)^, (G/L)^ is p-solvable. Since G/L also satisfies the hypothesis in the 
lemma and \G/L\ < there exists x E G such that Mx/L 二 H/L. Hence 
Mx = H. This contradiction leads to L g M and L 孓 H. Therefore G = LM, 
and consequently \G : M\ =丨Jr^H丨 divides \L\. But L G G t and G7 is 
p-solvable, we have L is a p-group. 
Now, we need to prove that C 二 Cg(L) = L. In order to do this, we first 
prove that Mg = 1. Suppose that Mq + 1 and i? is a minimal normal subgroup 
of G which is contained in Mc- If R C H, then M, H are conjugate in G as 
above. Then R H. Since H is jF-normal and R H^BY Lemma 2.3.5, we have 
R is J^-eccentric. Since Pi G ^ = M c n G
J", R g GT. Then R/L and G JRRFG J" 
are perspective. By Proposition 1.1.18, we have F = R G/Cg{R) 二 E = 
[G tRIG t) X [G/CciG jrRfG jr)). Since GfG jr 6 T, we have E e J7 by Lemma 
2.3.5. Hence R is JF-central in G. This contradiction implies that Mc = 1. 
Since L C C, we have C = C H LM ^ L(C Il M). Also, C 门 M <] G. Thus 
C 门 M g = 1 and thereby C = L. 
Suppose that R/L is a minimal normal subgroup of G/L. If R/L is a p'-
group, then R is p'-solvable. Thus there exists a Hall p'-subgroup of R and any 
two of them are conjugate in R. Since G = L x\ M = L H: it is obvious that 
M1 = M D R and Hi = H H R sue Hall ；/-subgroups of R. Also, M C JVG(M1). 
If Mi <3 G (i.e. Ng{Mi) = G), then there exists a minimal normal ^'-subgroup S 
of G. This leads to S C Mg = 1, a contradiction. Hence we have Ng(M1) = M. 
Similarly, we can prove that H = Nq(Hi). Since H1 and M\ are conjugate in 
R, M and H are conjugate as well. This contradiction implies that R/L is a 
pd-group. If i?/L is a p-group, then R is a p- group and R C F(G) C Cc(L)— 
L C R, a, contradiction. This implies that R/L is a, non-abelian pd-group. Since 
GT is ^-solvable, we have L = G JR and FP(GFL) = 1. Thus, G/L G T and 
{G/L)/FP{G/L) = G/L e J
zr(P) and consequently, G G AfpJ
7{p). Since T is 
p-local, we have G G J r , a contradiction. This proves the lemma. 
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Corollary 2.3.7 (Ore [24]) Let G be a solvable group. Let M and H be maximal 
subgroups of G such that MG = HG. Then M and H are conjugate in G. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we may assume that MG = HG = I. Suppose 
that L is a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then G 二 LM = LH and L is a 
/?-group for some prime number P. Let T be the formation of all groups. Then 
G ^ n A f c = G ^ n i Z c = 1 and \G : M|, |G : H\ are p- numbers. By Lemma 2.3.6, 
we know that H and M are conjugate. 
Theorem 2.3.8 (Schimid [29], Shemetkov [34]) Let ^ b e a non-empty saturated 
formation. Let G be a group and GT is 7r(J")-solvable. Then there exists at 
least one JT-Covering subgroup of G and any two of the covering subgroups are 
conjugate in G. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.2.14, Lemma 2.2.18 and Lemma 2.2.20, we know that 
there exists a J7-Covering subgroup of G. Now, suppose that /Z1, H2 are any 
two ^"-covering subgroups of G. We are now going to prove that H1 and H2 are 
conjugate in G by using induction on |G|. 
Suppose that L is a minimal normal subgroup of G. Since G7 is Tr(J7)-Solvable 
and [G/LY = G^L/L, {G/L)^ is Tr(JT)-solvable. By induction hypothesis, we 
may suppose that the theorem holds for G/L. Now, by Theorem 2.2.5, HlLfL 
and H2L/L are J^-covering subgroups of G/L. Then there exists x e G such that 
H\L/L = H^L/L. By the definition of formation, H^ is a J^-covering subgroup 
of G. Thus, H1 and H^ are J^-covering subgroup of LHi. If LH1 + G1 then there 
exists y E LH1 such that H1 = = H^
y, that is H1 and H2 are conjugate in 
G. 
Suppose that LH1 =G = H^L. If HIG + 1, then we may choose a minimal 
normal subgroup L of G which is contained in HIG. In this case, we have G = 
HIL = HI G T and H1 = G = H2- Thus we may assume that Hig = H2G = 1. 
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Without loss generality, we can let L C Gt. Then we have G/L ~ HIL/L ~ 
HX/{HI 门 Z/) G 7 and thereby L = GT. Suppose that T T ( L ) 门 = 0. Since 
HI, H2 E J
7, we have HIH L = H2CI L = I and hence H\, HI are complements of 
L in G. On the other hand, \G : L\ = = I^ i l '  WE LIAVE (lLl, \G :  L\\) =  L 
Then, by Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem, H1 and H2 are conjugate in G. Now, 
suppose ri7r(L) — 0. Since Gt is 7r(JF)-solvable, L is an abelian group (for 
some p 6 丌(^7)). Thus H\ and H2 are two maximal subgroups of G. Since 
H\g = H2G 二 1’ we have H ig 门 G j r = H2G 门 G j r = 1. Moreover, since the 
saturated formation is p-local for all primes p, by Lemma 2.3.6, H\ and H2 are 
conjugate. The proof is completed. 
The above theorem shows that the Jr-covering subgroups of a group G in a 
saturated formation T have very similar properties as the Sylow subgroups of a 
group. In addition, the Carter subgroups and the Gaschiitz subgroups also possess 
such kind of conjugacy property. This can be seen in the following theorem and 
corollaries. 
T h e o r e m 2.3.9 Let T be a homomorph and G a solvable group. If H\ and i / 2 
are T-covering subgroups of G, then they are conjugate. 
Coro l l a ry 2.3.10 Any solvable group has at least one Carter subgroup and any 
two Carter subgroups are conjugate. 
Coro l l a ry 2.3.11 Any solvable group has at least one Gaschiitz subgroup and 
any two Gaschiitz subgroups are conjugate. 
2.4 JT-Normalizers 
In this section, we shall give the definition of a ^"-normalizers and some basic 
properties about it. For example, any two JF-normalizers of a group G are conju-
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gate in G under some conditions of G and T. Moreover, some technical lemmas 
will be given which will be useful in the development of the theory of formations. 
De f i n i t i o n 2.4.1 Let J r be a class of groups. A normal subgroup N of a group 
G is called an T-Iimit normal subgroup of G if N C G t and N/(N 门 is a 
G-chief factor. 
De f i n i t i on 2.4.2 A maximal subgroup M of a group G is said to be J7-critical 
if G = MR for some J7-Hmit normal subgroup R of G. 
De f i n i t i o n 2.4.3 Let T be, a class of groups. Then, a subgroup H of a group G 
is called an J r-normalizer of G if H ^ T and there exists a chain 
G = M0 D M1 D • • • D Mt = H ,t > O 
of subgroups of G such that M7: is a m,aximal J7-critical subgroup of My—i, i = 
1,2’ ••• , t • 
T h e o r e m 2.4.4 Let T be a non-empty saturated formation. Then every group 
G contains at least one T-normalizes H and G — G jrH. 
Proof: We first show that if G 0 JF, then G has an JT-maximal critical sub-
group. Let / ( = n I I K = GT, then GT C ^(G). Also, G/^{G) ~ 
[G/G^)/(¢((7)/0^) and since T is saturated, we have G G JF, a contradic-
tion. Hence, K g GT. Let R/K be a G-chief factor and R C Gt. If R/K C 
^{G/K) and since ^(G/K) = we have R C This leads to 
R C HG jr = K, which is a contradiction. Hence, R/K 2 ^{G/K). Now, 
suppose that M/K is a maxiaml subgroup of G/K such that R/K g M/K. 
Then G = MR and R is an JF-Iimit, normal subgroup of G. This shows that, M 
is an ^"-critical maximal subgroup of G. 
Now, we prove that every group has at least one JT-normalizer. For this 
purpose, we let G be a group. Ii G G J7, then G itself is an J^-normalizer. If 
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G 茫 J7, then we know that G has an jT-critical amxiaml subgroup M1 . If M1 G JF, 
then Mi is an jF-normalizer of G, for if otherwise, M\ has an ^"-critical maximal 
subgroup M2. Since G is a finite group, we can obtain an J7-Iiormalizer Mt of 
G after finite steps. Now, if H is an ^"-normalizer of G, then H G J r and there 
exists a chain of subgroups 
G = M0 D M1 D • • - D Mt = H: t > 0, 
such that Mi is an ^-critical maximal subgroup of M,;_i, i = 1,2, . . . , f；. By 
applying induction on t, we can show that G — GTH. If t = O, the result is 
obvious. If ^ > 1, then H is an ^"-normalizer of M\ and M1 = M f H by induction. 
But since GTM1 = G, we have GJG
JR ~ M1I^M1 n G勹 and M[ C M1 n GT. 
Thus G = G jrMl 二 G jrM【H = G tE. The proof is completed. 
L e m m a 2.4.5 Let T be a formation and M be a maximal subgroup of a group G 
such that M does not cover a G-chief factor L/K. Then we have the followings: 
1) If L/K is T-central, then M does not cover [LGT)/[KG JR), and the factors 
(LG jr)/ [KG t) and L/K are perspective. 
2) If L/K is J1 -eccentric, then M does not cover [L fl GT)/ [K H G jr) and the 
factors L/K and {L n GT)/[K n GT) are perspective. 
Proof: Suppose that L/K is ^"-central. Then, by Lemma 2.3.5, M is ^"-normal 
in G. Hence, GT G M. Suppose that M covers [LGT)/[KG JR). Then L C 
MKGT = MK. This contradicts to our assumption that M does not cover L/K, 
as a result, M does not cover (LG j r ) / (KG J 7) . This implies that LGT + KGT 
and L + ( I ^ G j 7 ) K . Now, by Dedekind identity, we have (LnG jr)K = LnG j7K. 
Thus (LGTIKGT) = [LGTK)JKGT) ~ LJ{[KGT) HL) = L/K. 
Now, suppose that L/K is JF-eccentric. If K(L H G t) • L, then because 
we have already known that L/K and (LG jr)/ (KG jr) are perspective by the 
arguments above, by lemma 2.3.1, (JLG j r)/(KG^) is JT-central and by Proposition 
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1.1.18, L/K is also ^ "-central. Hence J^(IZAGjp) = L and consequently the factors 
( C n 厶 ) / ( G ^ n i O and L/K = K(LnG jr)/[KnG^) are both perspective. Since 
M does not cover L/K, we have 厶门 G"77 g M. This implies that M does not 
cover ( L n G j r ) Z ( K n G j r ) . 
De f i n i t i o n 2.4.6 Let F(G) be the following subgroup of G: C F(G) and 
F{G)/^{G) = Soc{G/^(G)). In particular, if G is solvable, then F(G) - F(G). 
L e m m a 2.4 .7 Let T be a non-em,pty formaUon and M a maximal subgroup of 
G. Then M is a J r-critical maximal subgroup of G if and only if M is T-abnormnl 
in G and G = P(G)M. 
Proof: Suppose that M is a J^-critical maximal subgroup of G. Then G has 
an T- critical maximal subgroup H such that G = HM. Since H C Gt, we 
have GT % M. This implies that M is ^-abnormal in G. Thus, the factors 
and H/{H H (I>(G)) are perspective. Since H/(H n ^(G)) is a G-
chief factor, is also a G-chief factor. This leads to 中 ( G ) H C F(G) 
and G 二 P(G)M. Now, suppose that M is an ^"-abnormal subgroup of G and 
G = F(G)M. Let Hf^(G) be a G-chief factor such that it is not covered by 
M. Then, by Lemma 2.3.5, we know that H/^(G) is J^-eccentric. By Lemma 
2.4., we also know that M does not cover (H 门 G j r 、 / 门 G j7) as well. Thus, 
the factors (H n G 勹 n G t) and H/^(G) are perspective. This shows 
that H HG jr is an J^-Iimit subgroup of G and M itself is an ^"-critical maximal 
subgroup of G. 
By Lemma 2.4.7, we establish the following characterization theorem for the 
^"-normalizers of the group G. 
T h e o r e m 2.4.8 Let T be O, non-empty formation. Then, a, subgroup H of a 
group G is an J r-normalizer of G if and only if H e J7 and there exists a chain 
G^ M0D M1D ... D Mu t > O, 
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where Mi is a T-abnormal maximal subgroup of M7;_I which, does not contain 
F(M1^1). 
L e m m a 2.4.9 Let G = M1R1 = M2R2, where M 1 ; M2 are maximal subgroups 
of G and R1, R2 are nilpotent T-Iimit normal subgroups. If K = ^R1 门 = 
R2 门 ^ ( G ) and Ri C M2, then M1 门 M2 is an T-critical m.aximal subgroup of M 1 
and M2. 
Proof: We first show that there exists a nilpotent JT-Iimit normal subgroup R 
of G such that R C M1 , RM2 = G and R fl 二 K. Since G/K also satisfies 
all the assumptions of the theorem, we may assume that K = 1. In this case, R1 
and R2 are abelian minimal normal subgroups of G which are contained in G
t. 
Then, by Lemma 1.1.31, R= (RiR2)门 M1 is a minimal normal subgroup of G. 
Observe that 
RRi = RiiRiR2 门 M 1 ) = R1R2 n R1M1 = R1R2 HG = R1R2. 
Then, we have R % M2 , for if otherwise, we have R2 C R1R C M2 , a contradic-
tion. Thus, R g Also, this implies that ^ f l = 1. Moreover, RCG jr 
and R is nilpotent. Hence, R satisfies all the requirements. 
In proving M i 门 M2 is a J^-critical maximal subgroup of M1 , we use induction 
on |G|. 
If \K\ + 1, then the lemma is true for G/K. Now, since (M1 n M2)/K is an 
^"-critical maximal subgroup of M1//(，by Lemma 2.4.7, we have 
[M1/K1)/[M1^M2/K)Ml/K = [M1/K)/([M1(M1HM2))/K) - Af1Z(AZ1HM2)^1 ¢7. 
This shows that M1 门 M2 is an J^-abnormal in M1 . Because M1 = M1 HG = 
M1HRM2 = R(M1DM2), F(M1) g M1IlM2. Thus, by Theorem 1.3.13, we have 
F(M1) C F (Mi ) and hence F(M1 ) g M1 D M2. By using Lemma 2.4.7 again, we 
can see that M\ 门 M2 is an JT-critical maximal subgroup of Af1. 
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On the other hand, if \K\ = 1, then G = R1 X M1 = R X M2, where R1 and 
R are abelian minimal normal subgroups of G with R Q M1. Since 
( M 1 n M2)RI = M1R1 n M2 - M 2 
and 
M 1 ~ M i / 1 = M1ZIM1 门 凡 ） ~ M1R1ZR1, 
we have (M1 n M2)RI/RI 二 M2/R1 and M1 门 M2 is an JF-abnormal normal 
maximal subgroup of M1. Since 丑 g M1 H M2, we have F(M1) g M1 n M2. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.4.7, we have M1 门 M2 is an J'-critical maximal subgroup of 
M1. Similarly, we can also prove that Al1 n_/V/2 is an jF-critical maximal subgroup 
of M2. 
T h e o r e m 2.4.10 Let T be a non-em,pty saturated formation and ¢) : G —> E 
be an epimorphism, from the group G into the group E. IfH is an T-normalizer 
of G，then H巾 is an J7-norm,alizer of E. 
Proof: Without loss of generality , we may assume that, E = GjN, where N<\G. 
Let H be an JT-normalizer of G. Then, we want to show that HN/N is an T-
normalizer of E. UH = G, then this statement is obviously true. Suppose that 
H ^ G. Then we let H C M C G, where H is an Jr-Iiormalizer of M and M 
is an ^"-critical maximal subgroup of G. Now, by induction hypothesis, we may 
assume that the theorem is true for M. By the natural surjection 0 : G —> G/N, 
the image of M is MN/N. If MN = G, then HN/N is an Jzr-Iiormalizer of G/N. 
If NM + G, then NCM and HN/N is an JT-normalizer of M/N. In order 
to show that HN/N is an jF-normalizer of G/N, it, suffices to prove that M/N 
is an jF-critical maximal subgroup of G/N. Suppose that G 二 MR, where R 
is an JF-Iimit normal subgroup. Let L = RC\ Thus, since NL C M and 
RN g M, we have NL • NR. However, since NR/NL = R(NL)/(NL) and 
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R/(R n NL) = R/L(R n N) are perspective, NR/NL is a G-chief factor and 
(NR/N)/{NL/N) is a G/A^-chief factor. In addition, since R C GT, we have 
NR C MG JR and NR/N C NG JR/N = (G/N)^. Thus, NR/N g M/N. Because 
NL/N C M/N, we have ^{G/N) n NR/N C NL/N. Since L C we have 
LN/L C ^(G/N) and LN/N = ^(G/N) n NR/N. Thus RN/N is an ^-critical 
maximal subgroup of G/N and HN/N is an ^"-normalizer of G/N. The proof is 
completed. 
T h e o r e m 2.4 .11 Let J7 be a non-empty saturated form,ation with 丌=T i [ J 7) and 
G be a group such that G t is tt-solvable. If H is an J7-Uormalizer of G, then the 
following statements hold: 
1) H covers every T-central chief factor of G. 
2) H avoids every J r-eccentric chief factor of G. 
Proof: Suppose that the theorem is true for all groups with order smaller than 
|G|. Let L/K be a G-chief factor. Then, by Theorem 2.4.10, HK/K is an T-
normalizer of G/K if and only if H covers (avoids) L/K in G. In proving our 
theorem, we need to consider the case when L is a minimal normal subgroup 
of G. If G G ^7, then H = g ^ T. Now, by Lemma 2.3.1, we know that L is 
JF-central in G and hence G covers L. 
Suppose that L C M. If G has a normal subgroup R such that G = MR 
and R C Cc(L), then L is a minimal normal subgroup of M. On the other 
hand, by C M ( L ) - C G ( L ) H M , we see that (L, G/CC(L)) and (L ,M /C m ( L ) ) are 
equivalent. Thus, by Proposition 1.1.18, L is J^-central in G if and only if L is 
J^-central in M . 
Suppose that L is JT-eccentric in T. Then by the above arguments, we know 
that L C GT. If L is a 丌‘-group, then H certainly avoids L. Suppose that L is 
a p-group for some p E ty. Then we can choose an jT-crit.ical normal subgroup 
ROIG such that G = MR. If R/(R n ^ (G) ) is a Tr'-group, then R is Tr'-closed 
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and 7r-closed by Theorem 1.3.2. This implies that R = AXB, where A is a 
Tr'-subgroup of R and 5 is a 7r-subgroup of R. It is obvious that B C 门 R. 
By Theorem 1.3.5, we have B C Cg{L). Since I/ 门 A = 1, we have A C Cg{L). 
Thus, L is a minimal normal subgroup of M and L is ^"-eccentric in M as above. 
Now, by induction hypothesis, we can see that H avoids L. 
Suppose that L is ^ "-central in G, that is, Ly\G/Cc{L) G T. Then GfCc(L) € 
T and GT C CG(L). But G t g M , we have G = MGT and hence L is a minimal 
normal subgroup. This shows that L is jT-central in M. By induction hypothesis, 
H covers L and the proof is completed. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .4 .12 A normal subgroup N of a group G is said to be J r-Hypercentral 
in G if every G-rMef factor of N is T-central in G. It is obvious that the product, 
of two J^-hypercent.ral normal subgroup is still an J r-Hypercentral normal subgroup. 
We call the product of all T-hypercentral normal subgroups the J7-Hypercenter of 
G and is denoted by Z^3(G). If there is no J
r-Hypercentral normal subgroup of G, 
then we set Z^0(G) = 1. In particular, if T = N, then Z-^(G) = Z 0 0 (G ) . 
L e m m a 2.4 .13 Let J r be a non-em,pty tt-local formation, where 丌 =丌 ( 7 ) . Sup-
pose that G is a group such that G7 is n-solvable. Also, assurrw that On'(G) = 1 
and F(G j7Z^IG) FL GT)) is a G-chief factor. If M1 and M 2 are J
7-critical max-
imal subgroups of G, then M 1 and M^ are conjugate in G. 
Proof: Suppose that R1, R2 are J
r-Iimit normal subgroups of G such that G = 
RIM1 = R2M2. Let $ = $(G)nG^，L1 = RR^, for i = 1,2. Moreover, the factors 
and RI/[RI H ^(G)) = RI/[RI n ¢ ) are perspective. Since RIJIRR n ^(G)) 
is a G-chief factor, LjJ^ is a G-chief factor. If LjJ^ is a 7^-group, then Li has a 
non-trival normal Hall Tr'-subgroup T, by Theorem 1.3.2. Since T char Li <i G, 
T <G. This shows that Oixl(G) + 1 which contradicts to our assumption. Thus, 
UL给 is a ND group. But, LI/^ C GtJ^ and GT is 丌-solvable, we know that 
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Li/^ is an abelian 灼-group, where p?； G tt. Hence C F(G :f/^). Because 
is a G-chief factor, we also have L i / ^ = F ( G ^ ) . Thus L 1 / ^ and 
L2/^ are abelian p-groups for the same prime p ^ tt. Obviously, we can see that 
\G : Mi| = |Li/$| = \G : M2| is ap-number. Now, we let Si = M i c DG
j r , i = 1,2. 
If S1 — $ ’ then there exists a G-chief factor such that T C S1 C G
t. Since 
T C M1, we have + F[G
TThis leads to T/^ is a Tr'-group and therefore 
O^(G) # 1, a contradiction. Hence we have shown that S\ = ¢ . By using similar 
argument, we have S2 = ^ . By Lemma 2.3.6, we have M1 and M2 are conjugate 
in G. 
T h e o r e m 2.4.14 LetT be CL non-empty saturated formation with 丌 = a n d 
G a group such that G t is tt-solvable. Then any two JR-normnlizers are conjugate 
in G. 
Proof: Suppose that, the theorem is not, true and let G be a counterexample 
of the smallest order. If 1 ^ A' <3 G, then the theorem is true for G/K. Since 
(GLKY = G JRKJK ~ G JRL[GT n K), {G/FY is 7r-solvable. Moreover, if M is 
an ^-abnormal maximal subgroup of G: then the theorem is true for M. Because 
GR g M , we have GFG JR = [MGT)JG7 ~ M / ( M 门 G勹 e 7 and MT C 
MNG J7. This shows that MT is 7r-solvable. Let H\ and H) be two non-conjugate 
•F-normalizers of G and M1 , M2 be the two corresponding ^"-critical maximal 
subgroups, respectively. Then HI is an ^"-normalizer of MI, for z = 1, 2. If there 
exists an element x e G such that M1 二 M f , then H^ is an Jr-Iiormalizer of M1 . 
Thus, by induction hypothesis, there exists y G M1 such that H1 = (H^)
y = H^v, 
a contradiction. This shows that M i and M2 are not conjugate in G. 
Suppose that K = O7r(G) + 1. Then, by Theorem 2.4.10, we know that 
H1K/K and E2KJK are ^"-normalizer of G/K. Since the theorem is true for 
G/K, there exists x E G such that HGK/K = HLKFK. Hence, we have H1K = 
H2K. Write D = H1K. Since H1, H2 G T, H1 and H2 are 7r-groups. Then 
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Hi H K = i / f 门冗 = 1 . This means that H1 and H专 are complements of K in 
D. Thus, by Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem, H1 and H^ are conjugate in D. This 
leads to U1 and H2 are conjugate in G, a contradiction. Thus, O^(G) = 1. Let 
L = n G jr, F/L = F(G jrZL). Since M1 and M2 are not conjugate in G, 
by Lemma 2.4.13, we know that F/L is not a G-chief factor. It is obvious to see 
that F/L<\G/L. IfZ/二 G r, then G e J7 since JT is a saturated formation. Thus, 
H1 二 H2 二 G, again a contradiction. Hence we have L C Gt. Let H/L be a 
G-chief factor such that H C Gt. If H/L is a Tr'^group, then O^(H) + 1. But 
O^(H) C O^(G) = 1, a contradiction. This shows that H/L is a, pd-group. In 
fact, H/L is an abelian p-group, where p E 7r. By Lemma 1.3.2, we know that H 
is nilpotent. This means that every JF-Iimit normal subgroup is nilpotent. Since 
F/L is not a G-chief factor, G must contain at least two different JF-Iimit normal 
subgroups Ru R2 such that R1 H = L and R2 fl ^ (G ) = L. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that R1M1 = G. Now we proceed 
to prove that there exists an ^"-critical maximal subgroup S oi G (S may be equal 
to M 1 or M2) such that 
(i) if 5 Mi , then Sf 门 M 1 is an ^-critical maximal subgroup of M1 and S. 
(ii) if 5 M2, then S 门 M 2 is an JF-critical maximal subgroup of M2 and S. We 
divide the proof in the following cases: 
Case(I) R2M2 = G and either R2 C M1 or R1 C M2 . By Lemma 2.4.9, we 
may choose S = M\. 
Case(2) R2M2 = G, R2% M1. Let R = R1R2 n M1. Similar to the proof 
of Lemma 2.4.9, we can prove that R is an U i m i t normal subgroup of G, where 
R 2 M2 and R 门 = L. Because RM2 = G, we can refer the proof to Case 
1. 
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Case(3) G 二 R1Mi == R1M2 and R2 C M1 n M2. We now consider the 
subgroup RiR2/L of G/L. Observe that R1R2IL is nilpotent which is contained 
in G JRIL. If ^{G/L) n R1R2ZL + 1, then $(G/L) n {G/LF — L/L. But 
= (I)(G)/L and [G/Lf - G t/L, we have ^(G) H G t ^ L. This 
contradiction implies that ^(G/L)门 RxR2IL is not a subgroup of G/L. By 
Theorem 1.3.15, R1R2/L has a complement D/L in G/L. Moreover, we can 
easily see that S/L is a maximal subgroup of G/L. This means that S itself is a 
maximal subgroup of G and consequently we have G = R1M1 = SR2 二 M2R1, 
Ri C S and R2 C M1. Thus, by applying Lemma 2.4.9, M2 门 Sf is an JF-critical 
maximal subgroup of M2 and S. This proves that G always has an jF-critical 
maximal subgroup satisfying the required conditions. Since JF is a saturated 
formation, we may let H1, H2 be the corresponding jF-normalizers of M1 DS
1 and 
M2 门 S" in view of Theorem 2.4.4. Thus H1 is an jF-normalizer of both M1 and S 
and H2 is an jF-normalizer of both M2 and S. Therefore, by induction, we know 
that H1 and H1 are conjugate in M i , also H2 and H2 are conjugate in M2 and 
so H\ and H2 are conjugate in S. Thereby, H1 and H2 are conjugate in G. This 
contradiction completes the proof. 
The following corollary follows directly from Theorem 2.4.14. 
Coro l l a r y 2.4.15 Let G be a solvable group and T a non-empty saturated for-
mation. Then any two T-normalizers of G are conjugate in G. 
Chapter 3 
Local Formations 
Local formation is an important tool for studying formation, this is because 
Gaschiitz has already shown that there is a rich supply of examples of saturated 
formations which can be obtained from the construction of local formations. In 
particular, formations of p-groups, 7r-groups, nilpotent groups and supersolvable 
groups are good examples. Along the ideas of Gaschiitz, Lubeseder in his paper 
[23] has proved that every staurated formation is in fact a local formation. By 
the results of Lnbseder and P. Schmid, we have that a formation T is sat.yrated if 
and only if T is local. In this chapter, we will discuss some interesting properties 
of local formations. In addition, the minimal non-J^-groups will be particularly 
discussed and the structure of Schmidt group will also be investigated. 
3.1 The Construction of Local Formations 
De f i n i t i o n 3.1.1 Let F(Q) be the set of all formations of groups and f : P ——> 
F(Q) be a map of the set of all primes P to the set F{Q). Then f is called a 
format,ion function. 
De f i n i t i o n 3.1.2 Let f be a formation function. Then LF(f) is defined to be 
the set {G I G/Fp(G) e f{p) for every p G TT(G)}. If J
r is a formation and 
47 
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there exists a formation function f such that T = LF(f), then T is called a local 
formation and the formation function f is called a screen of T. 
L e m m a 3.1 .3 Let f be a screen of a form,ation T and GfOp(G) G f(p) H T. 
Then G E J r. 
Proof: Since Op(G) C Fp(G), we have G/FP{G) e f{p). Let q G tt(G) \ {p}: 
then Op(G) C Fq{G) and it is obvious that Fq(G/Op{G)) = Fq{G)/Op(G). Since 
GfOp(G) G f(p) H T, (G/Op(G))/Fq(G/Op(G)) = (G/0.P(G)/(Fq(G)/Op(G)) 二 
G/FQ(G) G f{q). Thus, we have G/FT{G) G f{t) for all t G tt{G). This implies 
that G G LF[f) = T. 
L e m m a 3.1 .4 Let f be a formation function. Then LF(J) is a non-empty sat-
urated forw.ation and LF(f) is p-local, where p is an arbitary prime number. 
Proof: Since 1 G L / ( / ) , Lf (f) is non-empty. Let, N < G e LF(J) and p e 
tt(G/N). Then p G tt{G). This leads to G/FP(G) G F{p) and hence G/(NFP(G)) 
^ (G/Fp(G))/(NFp(G)/Fp(G)) e f(p). Also, we have (G/N)/(NFp{G)/N) G 
f{p). Since NFp(G)/N ~ FP{G)/{Fp{G)nN) is p-nilpotent, we have NFp(G)/N C 
FP{G/N). Whence, we obtain {G/N)/Fp(GfN) € f{p) and consequently G/N G 
LFU)-
Now, let N1, N2 < G such that G/Nh GfN2 e LF(J). We may assume that 
N1DN2 = 1. Let p e Tr(G
f) and L = G f{p\ We want to show that GfFp(G) G f{p). 
In fact, it suffices to prove that L C Fp(G). Since {G/Ni)/FP(G/Ni) e /(p), we 
have LNiJNi C FP{G/Ni) for i = 1,2. This shows that L/(L H Ni) ~ LN1JNi is 
p-nilpotent. Also, N1 n N2 = [L n N1) H (L n N2) = 1. This implies that L is a 
normal p-nilpotent subgroup of G. Thus L C Fp(G) and so GfFp(G) 6 f(p) and 
G G LF(f). This shows that LF(J) is a formation. 
Now, we want to prove that LF(f) is saturated. Let Gf^(G) G Lf(J) and 
P e tt(G). Then C Fp(G). Since FP (G)/$(G) = FP (G/$(G)) , we have 
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(G/^(G))/FP(G/^(G)) ~ (G/$(G))/ (FP (G)/$(G)) ~ G/FP{G). Observe that 
p G 7T(G/$(G)), we have G/Fp{G) ~ (G/^>(G))/FP(G/$(G)) G 航 for all p G 
7r(G). Hence G G LF(f) and this implies that LF(f) is a saturated formation. 
Now, let p be an arbitary prime number. We want to show that, T = LF(f) 
is p-local. In fact, Hp 贫 Tr(J r), then T(p) = 0 and NpJ7(J)) = 0 C I fp G Tr(Jzr), 
then T{p) = forrn,{T/Fp{T) \ T e J
7} C f(p). Suppose that AfpT{p) g T. 
Then there exists G G MPJ
R(JP) \ T. This leads to GT is the unique minimal 
normal subgroup of G. Since T is saturated, we have G t % Also, we 
have G Afp since G G MpJ
7[v). Oil the other hand, we have G jp⑷ + 1 
since JR(JP) C T. This shows that GT is a p-group. By Theorem 1.3.15, we have 
G = GT X H, where // is a maximal subgroup of G and GT 二 OP(G) = F(G). 
Thereby, we deduce that GT = GR^ and consequently G/GT^ = G/OP{G) G 
J r(P) C J r n f(p). Thus, by Lemma 3.1.3, G G LF(f) which is a contradiction. 
This proves that MvT(j)) C T. Our proof is completed. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 .1 .5 Let f be a formation function. Then a G-chief factor H/K is 
said to be f-central i,fG/CG{H/K) G f{p) for all p G tt{H/I<). 
T h e o r e m 3.1 .6 Let f be a formation function. Then G e LF(f) if and only if 
every G-chief factor is f-central. 
Proof: [=»] If G G LF( / ) , then we have G/Fp(G) e f(p) for any G-chief factor 
H/K and any p G tt(H/K). By Theorem 1.3.11, we have FP(G) C CG{H/K). 
Thus, G/CG{H/K) E f{p). This proves that H/K is /-central. 
[H Let P e TT(G) and / ^ / K 1 , . . . ,HtJKt be all the pd-chiei factors of G. 
Then, by Theorem 1.3.11，Fp(G) = CciHl/K1) n ••• H CG{Ht/Kt). Since 
GICcAHiIKj) G /(p)，for all z = 1 ， . . . ’,，we have G/Fp(G) 6 f(p). Thus, 
G G LFU)-
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D e f i n i t i o n 3 .1 .7 A screen f of a formation T is called an inner screen (inte-
grated formation function) if f{p) Q T, for every prime p. 
T h e o r e m 3 .1 .8 Let f be an inner screen of a formation T and H/K be a G-
chief factor. Then the factor H/K is J r-central in G if and only if the factor 
H/K is f-central in G. 
Proo f : Let p 6 TT{H/K), C = CG{H/K) and D = {H/K) xi ( G / C ) . Suppose 
that D G J7. If H/K is a Frattini G-chief factor, then H/K is an abelian p-
group. Since CD(H/K) = H/K, Fp(D) C CD{H/K) and D/FP{D) G /(p), we 
have D/CD{H/K) G f{p) and hence G/CG{H/K) E f(p). ' If H/K is not a 
Frattini G-chief factor, then there exists a maximal subgroup M of G such that 
KCM and H 2 M. By using Lemma 2.3.5, we know that G/Mg G T. Since 
H/K and HMG/MG are perspective, we also have C = CG{HMG/MG)- Then 
(G/MG)/CG/Mg(HMG/MG) = (G/MG)/{C/MG) ~ G/C G f{p). 
Now, suppose that H/K is /-central in G. Let H/K be an abelian group. 
Since H/K is /-central, we have D/(H/K) ~ G/C G f(p) C T. This implies 
that D ^ J7. If the chief factor H/K is a non-abelian group, then it, is not a 
Frattini chief factor. Thus, there exists a maximal subgroup M of G such that 
K C M said H M. It is obvious that Mg C C. If C = Mg, then M is 
JF-abnormal in G as G/C G f(p) C T. Thus, by Lemma 2.3.5, H/K is Jr-Central 
in G. If Mg C C, then C/Mq is obviouly a minimal normal subgroup of G/Mg 
and CIMG — HMG/MG. By Theorem 1.1.31, we know that M/MC G T and 
G/MG is equal to the subdirect product of two :F-groiips (G/MG)/{HMG/MG) 
and {G/MG)/{C/MG). Thus G/MG G T and hence H/K is ^-central in G by 
Lemma 2.3.5. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 .1 .9 We define fx < f2 if J1 (p) C f2(p) for all primes p. 
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Def in i t i on 3.1.10 Let T be a formation. If every subgroup (normal subgroup) 
belongs to T whenever G e J7, then T is called S-closed (correspondingly, Sn-
closed). Also, a S-closed (Sn-closed) formation is called hereditary (normally 
hereditary) 
Def in i t i on 3.1.11 A screen f is said to be S-closed (Sn-closed) if for every 
prime p, the formation f(p) is S-closed (correspondingly，S71-closed). 
Theo rem 3.1.12 If f is a screen of a formation J r, then 
(1) T is S-closed (Sn-closed) if f is S-closed (Sn-closed). 
(2) f is S-closed (Sn-closed) if T is S-dosed (Sn-closed) and f is a maximal 
inner screen of T. 
Proof : See [12, Theorem 3.1.19] 
Def in i t i on 3.1.13 Let f be any formation function. A normal subgroup N of 
a group G is said to be f-hypercentral in G if every G-chief factor below N is 
f-central in G. 
It is easy to see that if A and B are /-hypercentral normal subgroups of a 
group G, then AB is /-hypercentral in G. We denote by Zl0(G) the product 
of all normal /-hypercentral subgroups. The subgroup Z “ ( G ) is called the /-
hypercenter of G. In view of Theorem 3.1.8，we have the following theorem. 
Theo rem 3.1.14 If f is an inner screen of a formation T = LF(J), then 
ZL(G) = ZLNN(G). 
3.2 The Stability of Formations 
Def in i t i on 3.2.1 Let A be an operator group of a group G. Let H be an A-
admissible subgroup of G. Then, we define CA(G, H) = {a e A \ g
aH = gH,\/g G 
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G}. If H < G, then we write CA{G,H) = CA{G/H) and ?,f T = G ^ A, then 
Ca{G, H) = Cr{G/H) Pl A. It is obvious that Ca{G, H) is a normal subgroup of 
A. 
L e m m a 3.2.2 Let A be an automorphism group of a group G. Let H be an 
A-admissible normal subgroup of G and B a normal subgroup of A such that 
B C Ca(H) fl Ca(G/H). Then the following properties hold in r = G xi A. 
(1) [.t, a] G Z(H), for all x e G and all a 6 B; 
(2) [.T, a/3] = [.T, a] [.T, (5}, for all x e G and all 6 B; 
(3) Let L be an A-admissible subgroup of H. If C = Cb{G, L) and [XiH | i = 
1,... , t} is the generating set of G/H, then there exists a mdnomorphism, from 
C to D = L\ x ••• x Lt where L1 = L2 二 ... = Lt = L H Z (H); 
(4) B is an abelian group and 7R(B) C 7t(Z(H)). 
Proof: Since x aH = xH^ for all a G B, we have [.T, Q：] = x~ lx a G H. We want 
to prove that [.T,a] E Z(H). Since H <\G and h a = h, for all h G H, we have 
[.T, a]h x~ lx ah a = x~ l(xh)Q = h[xh, a] = h.[xhxx~ l, a] = h{xhx~ l^ a]x[x^ a]= 
h[x, a]. Thus (1) is proved. (2) follows directly from (1) and the definition of 
the commutators. Since x^L = XiL for all a G C, [x a] G L. From (1), we 
have [.T?;, a] G Z(H), so [.T?;, a] G L H Z(H) = L“i = 1 , . . . , t. Define a mapping 
g : C ——> D such that g(a) = (([.T1, a),... , ([xt, a])). Then, it follows from (2) 
that ^ is a homomorphism. 
We now show that Ker(g) = 1. If a G Ker(g), then [.t?:, a] = 1，for all 
i = 1 , . . . ,t. Moreover, since a e B C CA{H), h
a = h, for all h, G H. . Because 
any element g oi G has the form XiH for some z G {1, . . . , a is an identity map 
from G to G itself. This shows that Ker(g) = 1. Thus (3) holds and (4) follows 
from (3) by putting L = H. Thus, the theorem is proved. 
Coro l l a ry 3.2.3 Under the conditions given in Lewma 3.2.2, if the subgroup H 
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has a factor M/N such that M and N are A-admissible subgroup, then Ca(M/N、C\ 
Ca(GIH) C CA{B1/B2), where B1 C CB{G,M), B2 = CB[G,N). 
Proof: It is easy to see that B1 = C^(G
f, M)门 B o A. Similarly, B2 < A and 
B2 C B1. Let r G CA{M/N) fl CA{G/H). Then, we claim that r G Ca(B1ZB2), 
that is, [r, a] E B2 for every a E Bi. In fact, if x € G, m G M , then x
r 1 = xh, 
x a l = xm, and rrf 二 mn for some suitably chosen h, G H, m ^ M and n G N. 
Since m = [.T, Q；-1], we have hm = mh by Lemma 3.2.2. In this case, B may 
be regarded as a operator group acting on H identically. Consequently, we can 
deduce that rr[r’a] = [x,h] a~ lra = (xmh) ra = (xhm,) ra = (.Tr_1mra = x arn ra = 
x a(mn) a = x amn = xn, which implies that (xN)^ 二 xN for every x G G, that 
is, [r, a] 6 B2. The lemma is proved. 
Defini t ion 3.2.4 Let A be an operator group of a group G. If A = CA{H/K) 
for every A-composition factor H/K of G，then we say that A acts stably on G. 
L e m m a 3.2.5 If A is a stable automorphism group of a group G, then 丌(力)C 
TTp(G)). 
Proof: Let I = Go C G\ Q • • • C Gt = G^ t > O be di A-composition series of G. 
Then CU(G?:/G?:—i) 二 A，for allz = 1, . . . ,t. Obviously,, A/CA(Gt-i) is a stable 
automorphism group of GT-\. By induction, 7r(A/CU(G^—i) C TX{F{GT-\) C 
TT(F(G)). Since acts identically on both G/GT-\ and GT-\, it follows 
from Lemma 3.2.2 that tt(Ca(G^—O C tt(Z(G,_i) Q tt(F(G)). Therefore n(A) C 
7r(F(G)). The lemma is proved. 
De f i n i t i o n 3.2.6 Let f be any formation, function and A an operator group of 
a group G. If A/Ca{H/K) G f(p), for all p e 7r(H/K) and every A-com,position 
factor H/K of G, then we say that A acts f-stably on G. 
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L e m m a 3.2.7 Let L, H and G be normal subgroups of a group r，I ^ B < T, 
B C Cr{G/L) n CR(H) and CB{G) = 1. If the order of L is relatively prime to 
the order ofG/H, then L g Z{G). 
Proof: Suppose that L C Z(G) and W = L x {G/H). UaeB, then we 
need to show that the map (f) : (r, xH)——> (r[.T, a], x G L, x G G is 
an automorphism of W. In fact, if x = yh for some h G H: then because B C 
Cr{G/L)nCr{H), we have [.T, a] = [yh, a] = [y, a]k[h, a] = [y, a\. This shows that 
the map is well-defined. Moreover, if (r1? .T//)^ — {r2,yHY\ then [.T, a] = [y, a] 
and ri[x^ a] = r"2[y,a]. This implies that r! = r2. Hence (f) is an injection. It is 
obvious that cf> is surjective. Thus 0 is a bijection. Since ((r l5.T/i)(r2,xH)Y = 
(^r2, xyH)^ = (T1T2Ixy, a], xyH) = {r^x.a^y.a^xyH) = {rir2[x,a\[y,a},xyH) 
=(ri[.T, a], xH)(r2[y, a], yH) = (rl5.7;i/)^(r2, yH)^, 0 is an automorphism of W. 
Since (|L|, |G///|) = 1’ G/H char W. Hence, [G/HF = G/H. However, 
(1, xHY = ([.T, a]^xH) for all x G G. Then we have [.T, a] = 1 which leads 
to a G Cp(G). This contradiciton implies that L g Z(G). The lemma is proved. 
Theorem 3.2.8 (Shemetkov [33]) Let A be an automorphism group of a group 
G. Let B <I A and / be a formation function. If B C CA{H/K) for every A-
composition factor H/K of G, and if A/CA{H/I<) G F(p) whenever H/K is a 
p-group, then A acts /-stably on B. 
Proof: Suppose that the theorem is false. Then we can find a counterexample 
G of minimal order. Let r = G xi A. We first consider the case that B is a 
p-group. If p \ |F(G)|, then B = 1 by Lemma 3.2.5. Thus, p | |G|. We may 
also assume that 5 is a normal p-subgroup with least order in A which satisfies 
the conditions of the theorem and A does not act /-stably on B. Let L be a 
minimal normal subgroup of r which is contained in G. Since the theorem holds 
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for G/L, A/CA(G, L), and hence A, acts /-stably on BCA{G/L)/CA{G/L). So A 
acts /-stably on B/{B n CA(G/L)). If B g CA{G/L), then B 会 BN CA{G/L). 
Hence A acts /-stably on 5 H CA、GIL). Thus, /-stably on B, a contradiction. 
This shows that B C CA{G/L). 
If there is still another minimal normal subgroup U OF T which is contained in 
G, then B C CA){G/U). Thus, if a G B \ {1}, then [.t, «] = XR
1XA G f/ 门 L = 1， 
for all x G G. This implies that CG{B) + 1. This contradiction implies that L is 
the unique minimal normal subgroup of r which is contained in G. Since a Sylow 
p-subgroup of F(G) is not an identity group but a characteristic subgroup in G, 
L is an elementary abelian p-group. 
Obviously, F(G) is an A-admissible subgroup of G. This shows that G has a 
normal subgroup H such that LCH and G/H is a r-chief factor. 
By considering A/CA{H) as an automorphism group of H, we can easily see 
that A/CA{H), BCA{H)/CA{H) and H all satisfy the conditions of our theorem. 
Since \H\ < |G|, A/CA(H), and hence A acts /-stably on BCA{H)/CA{H). Thus, 
by (1) and the choice of B, we have B C CA{H)门 CA(G!H). Also, by Lemma 
3.2.2, Z(H) + 1 and hence L C Z(H). By using Lemma 3.2.2 again, there exists 
a monomorphism from B to a direct product of several copies of L. This shows 
that B is an elementary abelian p-group. 
Finally, we prove that G/H is not a p-group. Suppose on the contrary that 
G/H is a p-group. Then we can let I = T0 C Ti C ••• C Tt = L be an A-
composition series of L. This series is of course a segment of an ^-composition 
series of G. We now construct for B the following series 
I = B0C BlC-^-CBr = B (*) 
where BI = B n C U ( d ) . Since A/CA{G/H) G f{p) and A/CA^/T^) G f{p): 
we have AjXi € f{p) where Xi = CA{G/H) H Ca(T7ZT^1). It follows from 
Lemma 3.2.3 that Xi C Cj^Bi/B^1). Thus AZCa(B1JB^1) g f{p). We now 
refine the series (*) so that we obtain an A-chief series of B. Then by Jordan-
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Holder Theorem, A acts /-stably on B. This contradiction implies that G/H is 
not a p-group. 
If Z{G) + 1，then L C Z(G). Consider the direct product W x {G/H). Since 
L is a p-group and G/H is either a q-gro\\p(q ^ p) or a non-abelian charac-
teristic simple group. Hence, G/H is a characteristic subgroup of W. For any 
a e B, we want to prove that p : (r,xH)——> (r[.x, a],xH), where x e G and 
r € I/ is an automorphism of W. Since B C CA{G/L), [.T, A] G L. Also, if 
xH 二 yH, then [.T, a] = [？/, o；]. Hence, is a mapping which maps from W to 
W itself. If (r, xH), (s, yH) are elements of W, then by [.t, a] G L C Z(G), 
we have [xy, a] = [.T, a]y[y, a] = [.T, a][y, a]. Hence, p : (r,xH)(s,yH) ~~> 
(rs[xy, a]^xyH) — (r[.T, a]:xH)(s[y, a],yH). Since p acts identically on both 
L and W/L, p is ail automorphism of W. Since G/H is a, characteristic subgroup 
of W and W/L ~ G/H, p acts identically 011 G/H. This proves that p is an iden-
tical automorphism of W. Hence, [.x, a] 二 1 for all x G G. This leads to a = 1 
and consequently B — 1. This contradiction implies that Z(G) = 1. Observe 
that L C Z(H), we have CC(L) = H. We can also see that the subgroup CR(L) is 
normal in R. If/? G Cr(L), x G G, then [.x, (5] G Cr(L)HG - H since CG (L) = H. 
By this fact, we conclude that C^(L) C CA(G/H). Also, by applying Lemma 
3.2.3 (by taking M 二 L, N = 1 in Lemma 3.2.3), we have CA(L) = CA{B). 
We now regard A* = A/CA(G/L) as an automorphism group of L. Then, by 
the conditions of our theorem, A* acts /-stably on L. Then A*/Ca* {H/K) G f(p) 
for every A*-composition factor H/K of L. If P is the intersetion of all Ca* {H/K), 
where H/K runs through all A*-composition factors H/K of L, then A*/P G f(p) 
and P acts stably on L. Hence, by Lemma 3.2.5, P is a p-group. 
Let R/S be any A-chief factor of B. Since CA{L) = CA{B), we have CA(L) C 
CA{R/S) and A* = AICA(L) G AFPF{p). Then A/CA{R/S) G AFPF(P)- Also, 
OP{G/CG(H/K)) 二 1 if H/K is a pd-chiel factor of a group G. This implies that 
A/Ca{R/S) G F{p). Hence, A acts /-stably on B which is a contardiction. Thus 
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B is not a primary group. Now, consider G/H as a chief factor of r . Then, by 
using induction, we see that A acts /-stably on BCA{H)/CA{H) and hence on 
B/CB{H). It now follows from Lemma 3.2.2 that CB{H) is an abelian group. If 
P is a Sylow p-subgroup of Cb{H),then by the proof given above, A acts /-stably 
on P. Hence A acts /-stably on Cb{H) and /-stably on B, a contradiction. Thus 
the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 3.2.9 (Shemetkov [33], Schmid [28]) Let A be an automorphism group 
of G. If f is an inner screen of a formation T and A acts /-stably on G, then 
AeJ r. 
Proof: Let 1 = GQ ^ G\ C ••• C = G be an A-composition series of G, 
Ci = i = 1,…，t. If B = C1 n … n C,’ then A/B G T. (In fact, 
if p E 7r(G?;/G7;_i), then by the conditions of the theorem, A/CJ J
:{p) C J r). It 
follows from Theorem 3.2.8 that A acts /-stably on B. This shows that A ^ T. 
The theorem is proved. 
Coro l l a r y 3.2.10 If T is a local formation and H is an J r-Hypercentral normal 
subgroup of a group G, then G/CG{H) G T. 
3.3 The Complements of J^-coradicals 
L e m m a 3.3.1 Let L be a minimal norm,al subgroup of a group G and La p-
group. Also, let T/L be a non-abelian minimal normal subgroup of G/L. If 
L C Z(T) and every Sylow p-subgroup of T is abelian, then T = LxT'. 
Proof: Since T/L concides with its commutator subgroup, T'L/L 二 T/L. It 
follows that T'L = T. To prove this lemma, it suffices to show that T' H L — I. 
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In fact, \ip\ |T/L|, then it follows from L C Z(T) that, T is a p-nilpotent group. 
Hence the lemma holds. 
Suppose that p | \T/L\. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of T and N be the 
normalizer of P in T. By Theorem 1.3.16, we have 
P= [P, N] x (Pn Z(N)) 
which allows us to assume that N has the form 
N = {PnZ{N))x([P,N]Q). 
where Q is a complement of P in N. By using this equality, we can deduce by 
Theorem 1.10.19 that \T!T舰八 $ 丨尸门 Z(iV)| < \L\. 
Consequently, we have \T : T'\ < \L\. Together with T = T'L, it yields that 
T' nT = 1. Thus, the lemma is proved. 
The following results are well known, we hence omit the proof. 
Theorem 3.3.2 (Huppert [18]) If a p-solvable coradical R of a, group G has an 
abelian Sylow p~subgroiip P, then R has no composition factor of order p. 
Theorem 3.3.3 (Shemetkov [31]) If is a p-local formation and G is a group 
such that every Sylow p-subgroup of the ^"-coradical of G is abelian, then every 
pd-chiei factor of G below GT is JT-eccentric. 
Theorem 3.3.4 (Shemetkov [34]) Let 7 be a local formation and G a group with 
abelian jF-coradical G7. Then Gt is complemented in G and every complement 
of GT in G is simultaneously an ^"-covering subgroup and an JT-normalizer in G. 
Lemma 3.3.5 (Gaschiitz [9]) Let, M and H be two non-empty formations. Then 
for any group G, GMH = [GN)M. 
Theorem 3.3.6 (Shemetkov [31]) Let JT be a local formation and G be a group 
with solvable ^-coradical. If every Sylow subgroup of Gt is abelian, then G7 
has a complement in any extension of G. 
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3.4 Minimal non-JT-groups 
Let JF be a class of groups. A group G is said to be a minimal non-JF-group if G 
does not belong to T but every proper subgroup of G belongs to T. A minimal 
non-A/*-group (i.e., a minimal non-nilpotent group ) is called a Schmidt group. 
L e m m a 3.4 .1 Let J r be a non-empty formation. Supppose that G is a group 
such that every J r-Cibnormal maximal subgroup of G belongs to T. If G t g 
and G t I E IS a G-chief factor, then H = G jr H ^ ( G ) and TT(G^) = TT{G t/ [G jr 门 
刚 ) ) . 
Proof: Since GT g GT + 1. Let GtIE be a chief factor of G. If 
H 2 then G = HM for some maximal subgroup M of G. Clearly, M is 
abnormal, and hence M G T. This implies that G/H ~ M/M H H e T. This 
leads to C a contradiction. Hence, H C Since G JR g we 
immediately know that G jr/H = G tj{GT 门 is a chief factor of G. 
If p G then is ^ -decomposable. 
It follows from Theorem 1.3.2 that G t = P x Q, where P is a p-group and Q 
is a p'-group. By the choice of p, P is contained in But Q is clearly 
not contained in then there exists a maximal subgroup M of G such that 
G = QM. Hence M is J^-abnormal in G and G/Q ~ M/(M HQ) E J7. This 
leads to GT C Q, which is impossible. Thus, the lemma is proved. 
We now have the following important theorem for local formations. 
Theorem 3.4.2 (Semenchuk [30]) Let J" be a local formation. Let G be a group 
such that GT is solvable. If G^ 一 1 and every ^-abnormal maximal subgroup of 
G belongs to T, then the following statements hold: 
(1) GT is a p-group for some prime P] 
(2) G JRMG^) is an jT-eccentric chief factor of G: 
(3) <I>(G勹=G^n C Z(G t )] 
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(4) if GT is non-abelian, then the center, the commutator subgroup and the 
Frattini subgroup of G concide and have exponent p; 
(5) if GT is abelian, then it is an elementary abelian group; 
(6) if p > 2, then the exponent, of GT is p; H p = 2, then the exponent of Gt does 
not exceed 4; 
(7) C Z^(G) and 
(8) any two J?7-abnormal maximal subgroups of G are conjugate in G. 
Proof: Write T = 门 Then, by Lemma 3.4.1, G JR/T is a G-chief factor. 
Since GT is a solvable group, Gt JT is a p-group. Let M be a maximal subgroup 
of G such that GTM = G. Then M does not cover GT/T. This shows that 
GtIT is an eccentric G-chief factor. Also, it is clear that every ^-abnormal 
maximal subgroup of G is an Jr-Iiormalizer of G. Thus, by Theorem 2.4.11, any 
^"-normalizer of G covers only J^-central chief factors of G. This implies that 
卿 ) c Z^(G). 
Note that G/CG{T) G J
ZR by Corollary 3.2.10. Then we have GT C C G (T ) . 
Hence T C Z{GT). Let K be the commutator subgroup of GT. Then {G/K)^ = 
GT/K and by Theorem 3.3.3, every (G//C)-chief factor which lying between K/K 
and GT/K is ^ "-eccentric, that is, every G-chief factor lying between K and Gt is 
j^-eccentric. But T C Z^(G), we have T = K. Since GT 门 D D K1 
^{G^) = T. This proves assertions (1)-(5),(7),(8). 
We now prove (6). Suppose that GT is not abelian. Let x G GT. Then, it fol-
lows from (3) and Theorem 1.3.13 that ^ e Z(G JR), and clearly, [[G JR, G^G JR]= 
[ G W ] ] = 1. This leads to [x^y] = [x,y}P = 1, for all x,y e G jr. This 
implies that the exponent of (G勹 ' is p. In view of (GT)' = Z(GT), we see that 
any x,y e GT and p > 2, {xyf = X^y.XF2^1 = ^tf. This shows that the 
map 
a : x ——> xp 
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is an endomorphism of G r. Let L — Ker(a). Then it is easy to see that 
L<G. U L ^ GT, then T > L. Now, let Ta 二 A and B = IM{A). Clearly, 
Y-\XP)Y = (V1XY)P for all .T G GT and YEG. Thereby, A, B<G and GT JT is G-
isomorphic to B/A. Therefore, (G JR/T) xi G / C ^ / T ) ~ {B/A) x G/CG{B/A). 
However, because B C $(G^)，we have (B/A) x G/CG(B/A) G T. But since, 
(GTIT) Y\ G/CCIG^/T)铥 JT, we obtain a contradiction. Therefore, Ker(a)= 
G jr, and the exponent of G jr is hence p. Similarly, we can show that the exponent 
of Gt does not exceed 4. The theorem is proved. 
For any class X of groups, we denote the set of all minimal non-A'-gToups by 
M(X). 
L e m m a 3.4 .3 Let T be an S-closed local formation. Suppose that N is a normal 
subgroup of a group G such that N C ^ ( G ) H Z二 ( G ) . IfG G SJ r, then G G M{T) 
if and only if G/N G M(J r). 
Proof: Suppose that G G M(J r). Then G/N ^ T arid if M is a maximal 
subgroup of G, then M and consequently M/N, are in T. Thus, G/N G M{T). 
Now, if G/N 6 M(^r), then it is obvious that G ^ f. If M is any maximal 
subgroup of G, then M/N G T. Let H/K be any G-chief factor below N. By 
putting C = CG{H/K) and denote the maximal inner screen of T by / , then by 
Theorem 3.1.9, f is an 5-closed screen. Let p G n(H/K). Then G/C G f(p) since 
N C Hence, we have MC/C ~ M / (C 门 M) = M/CAI{H/K) G /(P) . 
This shows that every G-chief factor below M is /-central, and consequently 
M ^ T. Now, because J r is S1-Closed, we have G G M{T). The theorem is 
proved. 
A screen f is said to be full if f(p) — J\fpf(p) for every prime p. The following 
is an important result for 5-closed local formation due to Semenchuk[30]. 
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Theorem 3.4.4 (Semenchuk [30]) Let T be an 5-closed local formation and f 
a full screen. If G G SJ r , then G is a minimal non-JT-group if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(1)$(G) = Z^(G) and G ^ ( G ) = P(G). 
(2)G/$(G) 二 Xi where is a —-chief 
factor of G and Mf^(G) is a minimal non-/(p)-group. 
Proof: (Necessity) Suppose that G G M(J r). Then, by Theorem 3.4.2, we have 
C Z^(G). If G has a maximal subgroup M such that Z^1(G) g M , then 
M e Tby the given conditions. Thus G/Z^{G) = MZ^(G)/Z^{G) ~ M / ( M n 
Z^(G)) G T, and thereby G G Jzr, a contradiction. Therefore = Z^(G) 
and = 1. 
By (2) and (3) in Theorem 3.4.2, and by Lemma 3.4.1, we see that G ^ ( G ) 
is a minimal subgroup of G/^(G). Moreover, = 
Therfore, if Tf^(G) is a G-chief factor which is different from 
then T/^(G) is ^ -central in G. But Z^{G/(j)(G)) = 1’ this implies that Soc(G/^{G))= 
G j r ^ (G) /^{G) . Hence G ^ ( G ) 二 F(G). 
If M is an jF-abnormal maximal subgroup of G, then it, follows from The-
orem 3.4.2 that GT is a p-group for some prime p. Thus by(l), G/^{G)= 
^{G)GT/^(G) x M/$ (G) . Suppose that $(G) CH CM, where ^ is a maxi-
mal subgroup of M. Then it is evident that T — HG t + G. We now show 
that T/^(G) e f{p). In fact, it is easy to see that C g (G ^ (G ) / < I> (G ) ) = 
C ^ ( G ) . But O P F ( T M G ) ) C SO = 1, 
that is,Fp(T/$(G)) 
=O p (T /$ (G) ) . Since T+ G, T/$(G) G T. Hence, (T / $ (G ) ) / F P (T / $ (G ) ) = 
(TmG))/Op(TmG) e f(p) = Afpf(p). Thus, T/$(G) G f(p). Moreover, 
since {HG^)/^(G)G jr) ~ H/{{H fl = we have H/^G) G 
f(p). Hence, every proper subgroup of M /$ (G ) is in f(p). If M / $ (G ) G 
f(P), then = ( G / $ ( G ) ) / ( G ^ ( G ) / $ ( G ) ) ~ 
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Mf^(G) e f{p). This leads to Gf^(G) G J", a contradiction. Thus, M/$ (G) 0 
f(p). This implies that M/^(G) is a minimal non-/(p)-group. 
(Sufficiency) Let G = G/^(G) and let H = H/^{G) be any maximal subgroup 
of G. We now show that H ^ J7. If H is JT-abnormal, then by(2), we have 
G — G f Xi H and thereby, H ^ T. Suppose that H D G . By the given 
conditions, G/G^ - M - M/^{G) G M{f(p)). Hence, H/G^ G / b ) 门 S i n c e 
G f is a solvable group and, by the given conditions, G^ is a pd-chiei factor, we 
have G C Op(G). Then, it follows from Lemma 3.1.3 that, H ^ T. Obviously, 
^ 1, so G G M[T). Hence by Lemma 3.4.3, we have G e M(J r). The 
theorem is proved 
T h e o r e m 3.4.5 Let T be a formaUon. Suppose that T have an hereditary screen 
f such that f(p) = f(q) for all p,q G 7r(jT). If G £ SJ r, then G is a minimal 
non-T-group if and only if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) = Z【(G) and G^(G) = F{G) 
(2) GfF(G) is a minimal non-f(p)-group, where p G 7T(G^/(P(G jr)). 
Proof: We omit the proof. The reader is refered to [12] if necessary. 
Coro l l a ry 3.4.6 If H is a non-em,pty formation，T = NH and G is a group 
with solvable T-coradical, then G is a minimal non-!F-group if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) ^{G) = Z^(G) and = F(G). 
(2) GfF(G) is a minimal non-H-group. 
Theorem 3.4.7 (Semenchuk [30]) Let JF be a local formation, G be a minimal 
non-JT-group and G have a normal Sylow p-subgroup G p ^ 1 for some prime p. 
Then 
(1) GP = G^ 
(2) F(G) 二 Fp(G) 二 G p ^ (G) 
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A class X of groups is said to be Enclosed (t is a natural number greater than 
1) if X contains all such group G that G has t A'-subgroups whose indices are 
pairwise coprime. 
Theorem 3.4.8 (Krammer Otto-Uwe [21]) If a non-empty class T of groups is 
Erclosed, then for any solvable minimal non-JF-group G, ITT(G) | < ^ — 1. 
The following is an important theorem of nilpotent groups obtained by O. Kegal. 
Theorem 3.4.9 (Kegel [20]) If a group G has three nilpotent subgroups whose 
indices are pairwise coprime, then G is itself nilpotent. 
Theorem 3.4.10 [12, Theorem 3.4.1] If G is a Schmidt group, then G has the 
following properties: 
(1) G is a soluble biprime group (i.e., |7r(G)| = 2); 
(2) G^ f is a Sylow ^-subgroup of G for some q G 7r(G); 
(3) G/G j^ is a cyclic p-group, where p G 7r(G) \ {g}; 
(4) GN/令(GN) is a chief factor of G; 
(5) If P = < a > is a Sylow p-snbgroup of G, then o,p G Z(G); 
(6) if GU is abelian, then ¢ ( 0 ^ ) = 1; 
(7) ^ ( G A O = G N N $ ( G ) C 
(8) ^(G) = Z00(G); 
(9) if G u is not abelian, then its center, commutator subgroup and the Frattini 
subgroup concide and each has exponent q and 
(10) if g > 2, then the exponent of Gm is Q] if g = 2, then the exponent of GN 
does not exceed 4. 
Proof: Property (1) follows from Theorems 3.4.8 and 3.4.10. To prove property 
(2), we first observe that Gh is a g-group for some q G 7r(G), by Theorem 3.4.2. 
Let p e TT(G) \ {q}. Suppose that + 1 and L is a minimal normal subgroup 
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of G contained in Then, by Theorem 3.4.2，we have L C Z00(G). This 
shows that G/L is also a Schmidt group. Thus, by induction, we can show that 
{G/L)M = GUL/L is a Sylow g-subgroup G/L. If L is a p-group, then it follows 
from [G : GM] = [G : G^L][GML : = [G : GmL]\L\ that q does not divide 
[G : GM], that is, GM is a Sylow ^-subgroup of G. If L is a g-group, then L C G^F 
and {G/L)M = GM/L. This shows that GM is a Sylow g-subgroup of G. 
Suppose that = 1. Then by Lemma 3.4.1 and Theorem 3.4.5, we have 
F(G) = GM which is a minimal normal subgroup of G. Hence we can easily see 
that GM is a Sylow ^-subgroup of G. Thus, properties (1) and (2) are proved. 
For properties (4),(6),(7),(8),(9) and (10), they follow immediately from Theorem 
3.4.2 and Theorem 3.4.4. We omit the details. 
Now we prove properties (3) and (5). If a Sylow p-subgroup P of G is not 
cyclic, then P contains at least two maximal subgroups P1 and P2- Clearly, 
GmPI g G, so G
mPI is a nilpotent group. This leads to G
MP C NG{PI) for 
i = l,2. Thus Pi, P2 Q G and hence P<G. This contradiction implies that P is 
a cyclic group. 
Let P = < a > be a Sylow p-snbgroup of G. Since (OP)GM is a nilpotent group, 
Gn C Cg(< OP >). This shows that < OP >C Z(G) and thereby the theorem is 
proved. 
Chapter 4 
Finite Groups Wi th Given 
Minimal Subgroups 
In this chapter, we will apply the theory developed in the last chapter to study 
the structure of some finite groups. We first introduce the idea of c-normality of 
groups and some related properties will be consequently discussed. Then, we shall 
use the properties of c-normal subgroups to give some criteria for the solvability 
of finite groups. In addition, we will use the properties of Schmidt groups to 
prove a generalized version of Ito's theorem on p-nilpotent groups. This result is 
new. 
4.1 C-normality of Groups 
The concept of c-normality of subgroups was first introduced in a recent paper 
of Y. Wang[37]. By using the concept of c-normality, we will find some criteria 
for the solvability of finite groups. 
The following definition was first given by Y. Wang in [37]. 
De f i n i t i on 4.1.1 A subgroup H of a group G is said to be c-normal in G if there 
exists a normal subgroup K of G such that G = HK and H N K < HG 
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De f i n i t i o n 4.1.2 A group G is called c-simple if G has no c-normal subgroup 
except the the identity group 1 and G. 
The following result obtained by Y. Wang[37] is an important result for c-
normal subgroups. 
Lemma 4.1.3 (Wang [37]) Let G be a group and H its subgroup. Then the 
following statements hold. 
(1) If H is normal in G, then H is c-normal in G\ 
(2) G is c-simple if and only if G is simple; 
(3) If H is c-normal in G said H < K < G, then H is c-normal in K; 
(4) Let K<\G and K < H. Then H is c-normal in G if and only if H/I< is 
c-normal in G/K. 
Proof: {1) HG = G d,nd H H G = H hence H is c-normal in G. 
(2) By (1), we only need to prove the "if' part. Assume that the group G is 
simple but not c-simple. Then there exists a nontrival subgroup H, 1 < H < G, 
such that H is c-normal in G. Hence, there exists N <\G such that HN = G and 
N F] H < HG = 1. However, since H < G and G is simple, N = G. It, follows 
that HnN = H <1, a contradiction. 
(3) Since HN = G^K = KnG = H (K 门 N). Hence, / ( n TV is normal in K 
and H H N H K < Hg H K < Hk. 
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(4) Suppose that H/K is c-normal in G/K. Then, there exists N/K <\G/K 
such that G/K = {H/K) {N/K) with (H/K) fl (N/K) < {H/K)G/K- It is easy 
to see that G = HN and H N HG. The converse can be similarly proved. 
The following theorems are some applications of the concept, of c-normalit,y of 
subgroups. 
Theorem 4.1.4 (Wang [37]) Let G be a finite group. Then G is solvable if and 
only if every maximal subgroup of G is c-normal in G.. 
Proof: Suppose that every maximal subgroup M of G is c-normal in G. We 
prove that G is solvable. Assume that this is false and let G be a minimal 
counterexample. If G is simple, then by theorem 4.1.3(2), G is c-simple, it follows 
that M = I and G is a group of prime order, a contradiction. Hence we assume 
that G is not simple. It is clear that the hypotheses of the theorem are now 
satisfied by any quotient group G/K of G. A trivial argument shows that G 
has unique minimal normal subgroup K with K ^ Hence, there exists 
a maximal subgroup M < -G such that K ^ M, i.e., G = KM. Since M is 
c-normal in G, there exists N such that G = MN and N n MG = 1. Thi 
leads to 1 ^ A^  and hence K < N. This implies KnM = 1. Hence, we have 
\N\ = \G : M\ = \K\, K = N. Now, for any maximal subgroup L < -G with 
LG = 1, we have KL = G. Since L is c-normal in G1 by using the same argument, 
we can show that \G : L\ = \K\. Applying a well-known result of Baer[2, Lemma 
3], we know that K is solvable. It is now clear that G/K satifies the hypotheses 
of G. By the minimal choice of G, we infer that G/K is solvable. It follows that 
G is solvable, a contradiction. 
Conversely, suppose that G is solvable and M < -G. If MG ^ 1, then we 
consider G/MG. By using induction on |G|, we deduce that M/MG is c-normal 
in GIMg. By Theorem 4.1.3(4), we can show that M is c-normal in G, which 
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is certainly abelian. This leads to G = NM and NNM < MG = 1- Thus, by 
definition, M is c-normal in G. The proof is completed. 
Theorem 4.1.5 (Wang [37]) Let G be a finite group. Then G is solvable if and 
only if there exists a solvable c-normal maximal subgroup M of G. 
Proof: See Wang[37, Theorem 3.4] 
The following theorem is a crucial result for solvable groups. 
Theo rem 4.1.6 Let G be a finite group and P a Sylow 2-subgroup ofG. Suppose 
that there exists a marimal subgroup P1 of P such that P1 is c-normal in G. Then 
G is solvable. 
Proof: Assume that the order of the group is |G| = 2a ipJ2 .. • P^s, where p2,... ,ps 
are odd primes arid Qj1,... , AS are natural numbers. Since P1 is c-normal in G, 
there exists K <] G such that G = P1K and P1 n K < {P\)G- If ( P i ) g = 1, then 
P1 n = 1 and \K\ = 2p?
2 . . 骨 . B y [39, II Theorem 5.5] and invoking the well 
known Feit,-Thompson theorem, we know that K has a normal 2-complement K1 
which is solvable. 
Since K<G and K1 is a Hall 2'-subgroup of G, we have KX<\G. Observe that 
Ki and G/Ki are both solvable, we infer that G is solvable. 
Suppose that [P\)G + 1. We now consider the factor group GF(PI)C. By using 
Thoerem 4.1.3(4), we immediately see that P1Z(P1)G is c-normal in GF(PL)C. 
Obviously, /V (P 1 ) g is a maximal subgroup of P / ( P I ) G . Thus the factor group 
G/(PI)G satisfies the conditions of the theorem, by induction, we deduce that 
GL(P\)G is solvable. This implies that G is solvable. 
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4.2 A Generalized Version of Ito's Theorem 
In studying the structure of p-nilpotent groups, K. Ito has given the following-
interesting theorem in [19] which is called the Ito's Theorem in the literature. 
For all odd prime p, if every subgroup of a group G of order p lies in the center 
of C, then G is p-nilpotent; and moreover, if all elements of order 2 and 4 lie in 
the center of G, then G is 2-nilpotent,. 
In this section, we shall extend the above Ito's theorem from the group G with 
center Z{G) to the group G with hypercenter Z00(G). Since the center Z(G) of 
G is contained in Z00(G) but not conversely, our result obtained is a generalized 
version of Ito's theorem. Besides, some related results will also be discussed. 
In proving the generalized Ito's Theorem, we need the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 4.2.1 Let T be the set of all p-nil/potent groups. Then T is a subgroup 
closed local formation. 
Proof: It is clear that JT is a subgroup closed formation. We want, to prove that 
JT is a local formation. Let / be a formation function defined by 
m = (1 lfq=p 
where Q is the formation of all groups. Now we want to show that T = LF(f). 
Suppose that G e J r, that is, G is p-nilpotent. Then G has a normal series 
1 = G0 < G1 < • • • < GT = G such that G I / G I ^ is either a p'-group or GI/GI^I < 
ZiG/G^) for i 二 1 ， … T h u s G/CG(Gr/Gr^) = 1 G f{p) when p | J 
and G/CciGiJGi l^) e Q when p | |G?;/G7;_I|. This implies that G e LF(f) and 
^CLF(f). 
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Now, suppose that LF(J) g T. Let G G LF{f)\T of minimal order. Then G 
has a unique minimal normal subgroup N as LF(J s) is a formation and G/N e 
that is G/N is p-nilpotent, we may assume that G/N = H/N xi GPN/N, where 
H/N is a Hall p'-subgroup of G/N, GP is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
Since G G LF⑴,G/CG{N) = 1 G f{p) if p | or TV is a p'-group. If 
G/CG(N) = 1, then N C Z(G) and A/" is a p-group. By Schur-Zassenhaus theo-
rem, H has a Hall p'-subgroup GV> and any two Hall p'-subgroups are conjugate 
in H. By Frattini argument, 
G = NG{GP>)H = NC(GPL)GPFN = NG{GPL) 
Hence Gp' <i G, that is, G e J
7, a, contradiction. If TV is a group, then H is a 
normal Hall p'-subgroup of G and G G a contradiction. The lemma is proved 
L e m m a 4 .2 .2 Let T = LF[f), where f is the full and integrated form,ation 
function of J7. Then T is subgroup-closed if and only if f(p) is subgroup-closed 
for all primes p. 
Proof: See [7’ Ch IV’ Theorem 3.1.4’ 3.1.6] 
L e m m a 4 .2 .3 Let T be a local formation and G a group. If H is an J r-maximal 
subgroup of G such that G = HGt, then Z^(G) = CH{G
:F). 
Proof: See [7, Chapter IV, Theorem 6.1.4]. 
L e m m a 4 .2 .4 Let T be a subgroup closed local formation, f the full and inte-
grated formation function of J r, and H an f-hypercentral normal subgroup of G. 
If H < M <G, then H is f -hypercentral in M. 
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Proof: We may assume M is a maximal subgroup of G. Let K/N be a G-chief 
factor of H. If CG{K/N) g M, then G = CG{K/N) . M, and hence, 
G/CG(K/N) = MCG{K/N)/CG{K/N) ~ M / C M { K / N ) . 
Since H is /-hypercentral in G, G/CC(KFN) G f(p) for all p € TT{K/N). It 
follows that M / C m ( K / N ) € F[p) for all p G TT{K/N). Suppose CG{K/N) C M. 
Then CG(K/N) C CM{K/N). Since T is subgroup closed, by Lemma 4.2.2, 
we know that F(p) is subgroup-closed. So from G/CG{H/K) G F(p), we have 
M/CM{K/N) G fip), for all p G n(K/N). This means that M/CM{K/N) G f{p) 
for all G-chief factors K/N of H and for all primes p 6 7r(K/N). Therefore, it 
can be easily seen that H is /-hypercentral in M and we complete the proof. 
Lemma 4.2.5 (Guo [13]) Let JT be a subgroup-closed local formation and H a 
subgroup of G. Then H D Z^(G) < Z^{H). 
Proof: By Lemma 4.2.3, we Z^(H) = Cm(H
t), where M is an ^-maximal 
subgroup of H such that MH7 = H. Let R = MZ^(G). Then we have Z=(G) C 
by Lemma 4.2.4. Since M 6 J7, we conclude that R E JR. Because T is 
subgroup-closed, (HnZ^(G))M € T. Since M is also an ^"-maximal subgroup of 
H, we obtain (HNZ【(G))M = M and hence, HNZ^(G) C M. Since GJGT G T 
and T is subgroup-closed, we have HGt JG7 G T. Hence, H/H 门 G^ e J7 and 
so H JR C G JR. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2.3, we have 
i f n C ( G ) C M n CG(G) = CM(G
T) C CM(H^) = Z^(H). 
The proof is completed. 
Lemma 4.2.6 (Cunihin [6]) If G is a minimal non-p-nilpotent group, then G is 
a Schmidt group. 
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By using the above lemmas, we now obtain a generalized version of Ito's 
theorem. This is a new result. 
Theorem 4.2.7 
⑴ Ifp is an odd prime and every subgroup of G of order p lies in the hypercenter 
Z00(G) of G，then G is p-nilpotent. 
(2) If p = 2 and all the elements of G of order 2 and 4 lie in the hypercenter 
Z00(G) of G, then G is 2-nilpotent. 
Proof: (1) Let p be an odd prime. Assume that every subgroups of G of order 
P lies in the hypercenter Z00(G) of G. We now proceed to prove that G is p-
nilpotent. Suppose that our assertion is not true. Then we can always choose a 
counterexmple group G of minimal order. Let M be an arbitary proper subgroup 
of G. Then every subgroup of M of order p is clearly a subgroup of G of order p. 
By assumption, such subgroup of M of order p lies in the hypercenter Z00(G) of 
G. Thus, by Lemma 4.2.5，we have MnZ00(G) C Z00(M). In other words, every 
subgroup of M of order p is contained in the hypercenter Z00(M) of M. Hence, 
every proper subgroup of G satisfies the given condition of our theorem. This 
implies that M is p-nilpotent, by the choice of the minimal order of G. By our 
hypothesis, this means that G is a minimal non-p-nilpotent group. By Lemma 
4.2.6, G is a Schmidt group. Now, by Theorem 3.4.10, we know that |TT(G)| = 2 
and G = P x Q, where P = is a Sylow r-subgroup of G, and, if r > 2，then 
the exponent of Gm is r; if r = 2, then the exponent of GN is 2 or 4. Since G 
is non-p-nilpotent group, we must have r 二 p. For if otherwise, G will have a 
normal ^-complement and hence G itself is p-nilpotent, a contradiction. Thus the 
exponent of GM is p. By our given condition, every element of G of order p lies in 
t,he hypercenter Z00(G) of G, we have G
u ^ P C1 Z00(G). It hence follows that 
GLCCAGIIGI^) = 1, for every G-chief factor GIJG^L of GM. This shows that G 
is a nilpotent group, a contradiction. This means that the counterexample does 
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not exist and therefore the assertion (1) of our theorem is proved. 
(2) The proof of (2) is somewhat analogous to the proof of (1) above. We 
first assume that the given condition of (2) in the theorem is satisfied by every 
subgroup of G. If the assertion (2) is not true, then, by using a similar proof 
as in (1), we can let G be a counterexample of minimal order. In this case, G 
is a minimal non-2-nilpotent group and hence, by Lemma 4.2.6, G is a Schimidt 
group. Then, by applying Theorem 3.4.10, we can express Gby G = P x Q , where 
P and Q are Sylow subgroups with distinct order such that 尸 = i s a Sylow 2-
subgroup and the exponent of Gm is 2 or 4. Thus, by our given condition, we have 
C Z00(G). This implies that G itself is a 2-nilpotent group, a contradiction. 
This proves the theorem. 
Theo rem 4.2.8 Let T be the set of all p-decomposable groups. Then T is a 
subgroup dosed local formation. 
L e m m a 4.2.9 If f is an inner screen of a formation J r, then H < G, then 
HnZf0(G)CZf00(H). 
Proof: The results follows from Lemma 4.2.5 and Theorem 3.1.14. 
Lemma 4.2.10 (Cunihin [6]) If G is a minimal non-7>decomposable group, then 
G is a Schimidt group. 
Theo rem 4.2.11 If any cyclic subgroup of G of order 4 is c-normal m G and 
anV minimal normal subgroup of G is contained in the f-hypercenter Z-I0(G) of 
G，then G is p-decorri/posa,ble. 
Proof: By Lemma 4.2.10，and Lemma 4.1.3, we know that all subgroups of G 
satisfy the given conditions of the theorem. Suppose the theorem is not true 
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and let G be a counterexample of smallest order. Then G is a minimal non-
p-decomposable group. By Lemma 4.2.11，G is a Schmidt group. By applying 
Theorem 3.4.10, we obtain G = QxR, where Q, R are Sylow q and r-subgroups 
of G with q^r. Moreover, Q = G u has exponent q or 4(when q = 2). 
If Q \ ¢ ( ¢ ) has element x of order 4, then there exists a normal subgroup 
K oi G such that G =< x > K. Now, we want to prove that < x > <G. If 
< 〉Pli^ < < rr〉，then \G/K\ = | < .7：〉/(< T > 门/()| > 1. Then K ^ G. If 
K = I, then G =< x > is ^decomposable, a contradiction. Hence, 1 < K < G. 
Since G is a Schimidt group, is a nilpotent group. Now G = QxR = QK 
and Gm = Q. Then G/K ~ Q/(Q fl K) is nilpotent and Q = G^ r C K. Thus 
G = QK = contradiction. Therefore, <x> DK <<x> is impossible. We 
conclude that < x > HK =< x >G=< x > and hence < .T > <G. 
By Theorem 3.4.10 (4), Q/^{Q) is a chief factor ofG. Also, < T > 
Then Q =<x> = < •?:>. By Theorem 3.4.10 ⑷ and (6), Q is 
an elementary abelian group. This contradicts to the assumption that Q has ele-
ment of order 4. Hence, we prove that the exponent of Q = G^ must be a prime. 
By the given condition, Q = G^ f C Z^0(G). It follows that G is a ^decomposable 
group, a contradiction. The theorem is proved. 
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